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LEWISTON EVENING JOURNAL .

Ootober 25 1969

Reprint from the L viston Evening Journal, October 1869.
"The skill of the (Androscogg1n) river drivers 1n
navigat1ng the river on logs 1

marvelous.

In

log rol11ng they beat everybody but the po11ticans . 1t
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NEWS REPORTS
October 1965 - September 1969

Lewi.ston Daily Sun

October 15 , 1969
GOP

PROGRAr~1

SEEN

FOR POLLUTION JOB
PITTSFIELD (AP) - Elden H. Shute' Jr . , R- Farmington , said Monday
the republicans have a ft workab1e , hard- hitting pla.n to start the
tremendous air pollution clean- up job that ' s needed nationally . "
The 2nd District Congressional candidate said the GOP pro
gram is based u;>on giving the ind::ividual stntes 9rimary authority
in controlling and administering ant::i.-pollution programs .
In remark ' s prepared for a meeting here,'Shute said the
Nixon administration will end the Vietnam war , permitting Congress
to "attach the waste disposal problem on a broad front by divert 
ing war dollars now being spent at the rate of $2 billion a month . "
October 29 , 1965

Lewiston Evening Journal

Caption under picture on Front Page
TO BE REPLACED BY A PARK , BENCHES, PATHS~The city of Lew
iston has been awarded a $95 , 912 federal matching grant for an
Open Space Project to improve the cit y ' s appearance , and the money
will be used to help improve the area above . The buildings , on
the right side of Main Street as one apnroaches the North Bridge
in Lewiston , 'will be torn down and replaced with a small park
with benches , path and shrubbery . The federal grant was an
nounced this afternoon by Second District Congressman William D.
Hathaway .
RIVERSIDE AREA TO BEcm.m PARKt; SAYS HATHANAY

Lewiston Awarded $95 ,00 Federal
Grant For Municipal Improvements

By Frank Marston
The city of Lewiston has been awarded a $95 , 912 matching
grant by the Department of Housing and Urban Development designed
to improve the oity t s appearance , Second. District Congressman
William D. Hathaway of Auburn disclosed today .
,

Lewiston Mayor William Rocheleau Jr ., eommenting on the
grant said : "We worked very hard to gain the funds for this
project which will enable us to enlarge the oongested area a t
the Lewiston end of the North Bridge . This will facilitate the
city in the purchase of the property on the right hand side of
Main Street . "
The Federal· grant will supplement'an equal amount of local
funds voted by Lewiston ' s city father s , and will be used to
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a cqui re l and on the northerly side of Main Street from the North
Bridge to Mill Street , Cong . Hathaway said ,.
Plans call for the land,to be cleared , and the area devel oped
as a small park wjth benches , paths and appropriate tree and bush
plantings .
Mayor Rocheleau noted that the City Council last year answer
ed his call for funds necessary to make possible purchase of the
land on the southerly side of Main Street and he added :
"Now with the Federal grant and our contribution , the
necessary funds will be available to enable us to clear the north
erly side and beautify the entrance to our city . "

The Lewiston Mayor extended his appreciation to those who
had made'the grant possible saying "I wish to thank Congressman
Hathaway , Sen . Edmund S. Muskie and Sen . Margaret Chase Smith fo r
the help they have rendered us in receivine help from HUD . tt
In the proposed area , there will be facilities for viewing
Great'Falls . It will he an area where Lewiston residents can
relax , and enjoy the view .
Congressman Hathaway said : "Obviously this will beautify
the approach to the city and remove buil dings ~lhich have become
obsolete . "
"Important Step"
Hathaway c.o ntinued : "This ia an import ant step forward in
i mproving the environment and appearance of Lewiston for all i ts
citizens . "
The congressman added: "It shows what'can be done when
the mayor of a city . like -William Rocheleau . and officials , like
Louis Sarelas , and others , join forces to develop quality pro
grams which the government considers el igible for assistance and
grants , and which I can •••••••••.
November 12 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Noi se "Pollutiontt

It has taken a long time for the realization to take place ,
but it is being recognized now that anything which ma.kes man ' s
environment less desirable is a form of "pollution" . As important
as the recognition is the beginning of efforts to do something
about it .
Poll ution ' of the water and air nave been receiving more and
more attention , although progress continues to be slow . Programs
to clean the nation ' s rivers , lakes and coastal waters are ham
pered by lack of funds , the often subtle resistance of the pol l u
t ers and a public tendency to look the other way unless and until
a situation has become oritical .

J

Programs for a reduction in or the eliminatton of air pol
lution likely will proceed more rapidly than those relati.ng to
water , largely hecause the latter battered many of the s ame
barriers to accomplishments .
President Johnson, who has been a strong Suppol~er of
cleaner water and air , now is urginp, action to reduce the noise
"pollution" in America . Fortified' by a report of the ~ederal
Council for Science and Technology , the President has challenged
industry and government to attack the problem.
The FOST report showed that six to 16 million industrial
workers are threatened with the loss of some degree of hearing
because of noise . - Air traffic, vehicular traffic on expressways
and main arteries and even the plumbing in buildings add to the
noise which assai is the American population . The intensity of
noise pollut;on is increasing, and more research is needed to
find a solution . But the Pres:tdent is convinced that some steps
can and should be taken now to reduce from whatever source .
While the President makes a good paint, he will have to present
something more specific in the way of a program before any action
results .
November 21 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Every Drop of Water Seen
Needed 50 Years from Now

'IIASHINGTON (AP) - Virtually every drop of water in the nation ' s
rivers and streams - and more - may be needed for human use 50
yea rs from now, the U. S. Water Resources Council said Wednesday.

Some areas don't have enough water to meet their future
needs, the council said , and the nation'should start thinking
about "transfer of water between basins , " and about using water
over and over again .
"Even with increased in- plant recycling a large increase in
reuse of water would be required , " the cabinet-level council
said in its First National Assessment , transmitted by President
Johnson to Congress.
There would be a need for increased investment in water de
velopment , water conditioning, waste treatment , and water manage
ment to meet the estimated requirements , tt the report said .
About 1 , 200 billion gallons of water per day flows over the
surface , or sinks into the ground , of the 4e adjoining states ,
the council said .
By the year 2020, it predicted people'will need to withdraw
almost 1 370 billion gallons a day for use, and another 157 bil
lion galions a day will be consumed and not returned to the ground .
In contrast, the nation was withdrawing 270 billion gallons

a day and consuming about 7$ billion'gallons a day in 1955 , only
about one- fifth of the total run- off , but water pollution and
even shortages were already becoming problems in some areas .
The over- al l pi cture , the report added , "covers up many
regional and local problems . " A graph in the report showed three
regions - the Rio Grande , Lower Colorado and Upper Colorado 
headed for real water shortages .
Two others - Texas- Gulf and Great Lakes - were forecast as
withdrawing twioe as much water by 2020 as flows through the
regions , "an indication of water management and pollution control
problems . n
Council recommendations in general included:
- Comprehensive river basin planning .
- Planning of major storage and conveyance facilities to
ensure metropolitan water supplies .
- Control of industrial and cooling~water withdrawals and
discharges .
The Council based its projections on the assumption that '
the population , some 195 million in 1965 and 201 , 750 , 000 today ,
would continue to graw by 1 . 6 per cent a year , swelling to some
46$ million by the year 2020 .
It also assumed an economic growth of 4 per cent a year .
December 3, 196$

Lewiston Daily Sun

~ruSKIE

URGES qUICK ACTION ON POLLUTION

Senator Deolares Resources of
U. S. in ' Fixed Supply t
WATERVILLE (AP) - The nations water air and ' land are in
"fixed supply , tt Sen . Edmund S. Muskle saId r--1onday , and unless
steps are taken to preserve them! "some of God's children will
not have their share of the supp y . "
The r·1aine senator , the Democratic pa.rty ' e vice presidential
nominee in the past election , was speaking to the opening session
of the three- day New England Conference on Air Pollution at
Colby College.
It was his first public appearance since he and Vice Presi
dent Hubert Humphrey were defeated in the national elections
last month . "Excuse me if I slip into campaign oratory , " Muskie
told his audience . "You can attribute it to habit rather than
motivat ion • •,
Muskle , chairman of the Senate subcommittee on Air and Wate r
Pollution , said the best way to overcome pollution is through
regional oooperation and ooordination among states .
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'Individual action by states is not likely to succeed, he
said, and too much control by the federal government would
produce a program with "all the shortcomings of federal bureau
cracy. "
But for even a regional program to "I'lork , he said , there must
be a vigorous campaign, not just by governments , but by all the
people .
"Participatory politics" is what t s needed, }Cuskie said .
Without day-today grass roots support , efforts to overcome pro
blems will be diluted and will founder .
"We've learned the consequences of national policies that
do not have widewpread support," he said.
On "Crisis Basis"
Continuing involvement by the public, Muskie said, would
preclude action on a "crisis basis . " He said he would be concer
ned about the future of participatory politics if problems were
left to elected officials along. Then people would respond only
in a crisis and do so by blaming institutions instead of them
selves for failing to respond sooner.
The senator said that Congress , through the 1967 Air
Quality Act - which I"!uskie sponsored - had pledged itself to an
"irrevocable and unqualified commitment" to olean up the nation ' s
air.
Now the burden is on regions, states , towns, cities and
their people ..
"You've now got the ball , carry it," he said .
Not Be Punitive
If the ball can be carried far enough towards the ideal ,
the next federal legislation will not be punitive in nature but
an act to build on what will have been accomplished, f..Iuskie said .
The Air Quality Act defines "air quality control regions , "
sets standards of pollution and provides for pollution research .
The prerogative for implementing the provisions of the act for
clean air 1s left with local and state authorities .
Muskie was introduced by Colby President Robert E. L.
Strider, who called air pollution "one of the most menacing
phenomena of our times . "
Maine Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis also spoke and asked the dele
gates to find ways of preventing air pollution from spreading
extensively into Maine .
He said Maine would not escape "civilization ' s curse of
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pollution unless it prepares for the growth we can expect during
the rest of this century . "
Curtis praised ri:uskie t s pioneering efforts" against pollu
tion . The senator has "generated public and governmental con 
cern that is so necessary if any forward Drogress is ever to be
possible , " he said .
December 3, 1968

Le~iston

Daily Sun

Change in Fuel ,
Systems Pushed
to Cut Pollution
WATERVILLE (AP) - Special equipment to reduce or prevent
pollutants from getting into the air is not the only solution to
pollution problems, the commissioner of the National Air Pollu
tion Control Administration said 1'·1 ond ay •
John T. Hiddleton said the installation of such equipment
is a short-term approach .
To really overcome pollution , he said , America ' s technologi
cal genius must explore ways of modifying manufacturing and com
bustion processes , u ing different raw materials and fuels and
developing low- pollution propulsion systems for motor vehicles .
His remarks were prepared for a dinner meeting of the New
England Conference on Air Pollution at Colby College here .
Middleton also recommended that future land-use patterns be
con idered in efforts to reduce air pollution .
Potential polluters , such as factories and highways , should
be located in places where they won ' t spoil the air of the urban
dweller , he said .
For exa.mple , he said , new high\'lays could be located to take
advantage of "favorable airflow patterns . " Factories could be
built on the other side of "green belts" protecting residential
areas .
rrwhen judicious location and design of potential air
pollution sources is combined with the application of control
technology , the benefits can indeed be great , " he said .
,

,

Everybody, in degrees, fiIiddleton said , is both a polluter
and a. victim of pollution . And . he added , it is everybody ' s
responsibility to clean up the air .

December 3, 1968

Lewiston Daily Sun
KENNEBEC RIVER SEEN DECLINING

F\ST IN QUALITY

WATERVILLE (AP) - The water quality of one of }.!laine ' s major
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waterways - the Kennebec River - has gone downhill stea.dily since
a water standard classification was placed on the river seven
years ago , a state senator said Monday .
Sen . Jon Lund , R- Augusta , said a time schedule for construct 
ing treatment facilities was established in 1961 . But since that
time , only a couple of treatment plants have been built by towns
and none by some eight factories discharging wastes into the
river .
"The time has come for industry to take a hard look and ask
itself if it is not using the construction alanning·time as a
time to do nothing , " he said . "If sueh is the case , the legis
lature ought to take a second look at the time schedule , "
Lund ' s remarks were prepared for a Kiwanis Club meeting .
He proposed that a passageway for boats through the Kennebec
River dam at Augusta be re-established . The lock was closed at
the turn of the century .
It ' s time the state "recognize the potential value of the
Kennebec and convert it from a liability into an asset," he said .

December 5, 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Action on Pollution

u.s. Senator Edmund S. Muskie put his finger on the key to
pollution abatement and control in a discussion of the subject
as a three-day New England Conference on Air Pollution opened
at Colby College this week . That key 1s public interest in the
problem , and public inslstence on remedial action .
The Colby conference was called primarily on the subject
of air pollution . But in h:J.s initial remarks , Sen . '1.-1.uskie made
it clear that whether the pollution affects the air , the water
or the land , the "fixed supply" of those resources will not be
preserved unless action is taken .
Snonsor of the 1967 Air Quality Act , Sen . Muskie explained
that the law sets standards of pollution , defines "air quality
control regions" and provides for pollution research . But it
leaves it up to local and state authorities to take actions
necessary to assure clean air .
Sen . Muskie recommended regional cooperation and coordina
tion among states. pointing out that individuel action 1s not
likely to succeed , while any attempt by the federal government
to do the whole job will be plagued by "all the shortcomings of
federal bureaucracy . "
The senator ' s position should win the applause of those who
oppose the concept of big government . Action by the states , on

a regional basis , can do the job , with the federal government
ready and willing to assist with the kind of research and fact 
finding which is beyond the means of the states themselves.
But the all- important factors are public interest and con
tinuing public demand for action , if the elected officials at
all levels of government are to do the job .
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 5, 1968
POLLUTION SESSION SEEN
BASE FOR NE\i

¥~ .

LA\\TS

WATERVILLE (AP) - Results of the three - day New England Con
ference on Air Pollution which concluded ~h,'ednesday at Colby
College here will be the base for drafting a new law for the
control of pollutants in Maine , according to Colby Prof . Donald
son Koons , conference planning committee chairman .
Although conclusions on the various aspects of controlling
air pollution were'not released pending a complete sutdy of
conference records, Koons stated that those attend1ng the session
now have "a blueprint to changes that are necessary in current
laws and guidelines for states wjthout existing statutes . "
Among the topics discussed during the program were needs
for laws , cooperation between states with similar problems and
the enforcement of the statutes once enacted .
Costs of developing regtonal control of air pollution , the
personnel requirements once the standards are established , and
the legal framework of regional control which crosses s.tate lines
were also thoroughly examined a ccording to Koons .
Koons who is also chairman of the Maine Water Improvement
Commission stated the facts gamed from the session would be
used for the framework of a Maine statute . Maine does not now
have an air pollution control law .
The more than 150 delegates , partiCipants , and observers
left the Elm City Wednesday afternoon for their homes in New
England and several states cutside Ne'tl England after contributing
solutions to problems in their areas and suggesting ways of
alleviating anticipated problems as air pollution increases .
'The needs to combat pollution , mechani cal devices to be
used , and th e technical s~ills necessary were also included in
the program .
Keynoting the conference }'!onday wa.s U. S. Sen . Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine . He urged cooperation between states in oombat 
ting Dollution by the formation of cooperatives .
Leading the industrial delegation to the conference as a
participant was Dr . George Kirby , Ethyl Corp . president . Dr .
John T. Hiddleton , commissioner of the National Air Pollution
Control Administration , also addressed the representatives .
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January 23 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun

FIVE SYSTE.MS

CAN BE USED FOR PROJECT

Estimate Cost of Watershed Project
Over $7. 5 Million
By John C. Turner
The approximate capital cost of basic intercepting and
treatment facilities of the Sabattus River watershed between
Sabattus Village and Lisbon Village will be more than $7 . 5
million no matter which of five pollution control systems Is
put into effect , according to a report prepared by the Edward
C. Jordan Co . Inc . of Portland for the Androscoggin Valley
Regional Planning Commission .
The approximate cost of the project
five systems , listed as Systems A. B, 0 t
quotes a price tag of $? , 5.15 000; System
C, $7 , 530 , 000 ; System D, $7 , 665 , 000 ; and
according to the report .

was broken down into
D, and E. ' System A
B, $$ , 200 , 008; System
System E, $$ , 240 , 000 ,

A description of each system is given in the report .
System A: HSystem A consists of an orientation dictating
three separate treatment plans; one serving the City of Lewiston ,
one serving the Town of Lisbon , and one serving the Vill age of
Sabattus , " according to the report .
HIt is anticipated that waste waters from the Thorne ' S
Corner area of the City of Lewiston will be Dumped to the central
city plant as recommended in the 1963 preliminary design report
and that waste waters from the Crowley fs Junction area of Lew.
iston would also be pumped back to the proposed Lewiston treat
ment plant .
"Thus System A essentially assumes that each community will
provide for its'own sewerage system independently of the other
two communities , " the report states .
System B
System B, proposes a "central treatment plant in the City
of Lewiston which will serve Thorne ' s Corner area and the
Crowley t s Junction area as suggested in System A. In this case
t he City of Lewiston is independently providing seweraee service
for its urgan-and urbanizing areas . " In this system , according
to t he report , it is proposed that the waste water generated at
Sabattus Village be carried in an intercepting system along the
Sabattus River connecting to the Lisbon system at Lisbon Vi llage
for ultimate treatment in the Lisbon treatment plant . Thus .
System B provides for an integrated regional system for Sabattus
Village and the ·Lisbon urban complex but provides for the City
of Lewiston proceeding independently on its sewerage system. "
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System C, according to the report, provides for a treatment
plant in Lewiston which will service the entire city includimg
Crowley's Junction and Thorne t s Corner .
In this case , the report continues it is antiCipated that
the waste water generated at Sabattus Village would be pumped
over the drainage divide line, entering the Lewiston system
through the Thorne's Corner area with ultimate treatment at the
Lewiston treatment plant . Under this system , it's stated , Lisbon
would Drovide independently for its sewerage service and pollu
tion control facilities . Thus the system provides for an inde
pendent sewerage system for the town of Lisbon with an integrated
regional system for Lewiston and Sabattus Village, it is noted .
System D
System D provides for a treatment plant in Lewiston whioh
will also service the Thorne's Corner area and'the Sabattus
Village area via a pumped system . This system, however, is pro
posed that waste water generated in the Crowley Junction section
of the city be carried to Lisbon Village area for ultimate treat
ment in the Lisbon treatment plant, the report states . Thus ,
system D provides for regional coordination involving all three
communities.
The final system proposed by the Portland firm provides for
a treatment plant in Lewiston which would service only that por
tion of the city within the Androscoggin River watershed . This
system proposes that the waste water generated at Sabattus Village
be pumped over the drainage line to the Thorne's Corner system
which would in turn be carried along No Name Brook to the vicinity
of Crowley's Junction, and thence on'to the Lisbon Village area
for ultimate treatment plant . Again , the report states , System E
provides for an integrated system involving all three communities .
Evaluation
In determining the cost consideration must be given to
both capital cost and operating cost of the system, while the
benefits which accrue from a given system must consider those
intangible benefits of recreation, fish and-Wild life. and
general land and water resource development , the report said .

The capital costs of the projeot include the key elements
of the proposed system orientations, including prunping stations ,
force mains, intercepting sewers. and treatment works . These
approximate cost estimates are based on g_nerally published data
on sewer and treatment plant costs and on data on file , the report
continued.
The firm stated that "Through use of various State and federal
grant. in-aid programs the local costs will be significantly less
than the total costs . If all contemplated construction were
eligible for under Public Law 660. the local cost would theoretic
ally amount to about 20 per cent of the total . "
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The report continues to say that "If the facilities repre
sent compliance with regional planning standards outlining the
adopted regional long-range sewerage plan , the local cost could
theoretically be reduced to 15 per cent of the total cost . Un
fortunately the eligibility of various elements of work for
Public Law 660 , and the eligibility requirements for the regional
bonus are very difficult to ascertain in the early stages of
planning .
"Much of the work which might not be eligible for aid under

PL 660 would possibly be eligible under the Basic \ffater and Sewer

Program of the Department of Housing and Urban Development .

"It s . ould also be noted, tt the report states, "that actual
appropriations for support of the federal programs have fallen
far short of the Congressional authorizations . This coupled with
the fact tI~t authorizations are far f rom adequate for the work to
be done , places the entire pollution control program in serious
financial difficulty. "Thus" the report continues , "the t heo
retical aid available for any program must be carefully weighed
against the funds available before finalizing actual local costs."
January

1, 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun

MAINE IS ON EVE OF A
GIGANTIC URBAN GROWTH

Pr. Reynolds Tells AVRPC Population
Explosion Will Hit
By

I"aldred Cole

•••••••••••••• Pollution
"I hardly have to point out the pollution problem of our
own area - that of the Androscoggin River. We have all seem the
sludge and scum on the river near the North Bridge between Auburn
and Lewiston and have smelled the vile odor of hydrogen sulphide
wastes . It is hard to believe that in a state where $7 per cent
of the land area is covered by forest and 70 per cent of the
population is rural that we need worry about pollution"
Dr . Reynolds said-the chief causes of pollution in Maine
now are the pulp mills , rendering plants. rock crushing operations,
poultry processing plants, and power generating stations , as well
as open burning dumps , motor vehicles, home heating units and
gases given orf from polluted water .
"If the extent of pollution 1s already such with only a
.
14 per cent urban pollution and 13 per cent land area developed ,
one shudders to think of the effect of large scale development
and industrial expansion over the years if pollution control is
not substantially increased at all levels - industrial community
and privately . "
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"This will be Maine - one time the land of the pointed fir,
the land of Katahdin and Seguin, of high mountains and shining
waters .
"Yes , we will get there even if we are a bit slow , just as
Newark , N. J ., Boston t s Northshore and much of Southern California
has gotten there . The point is if we are not to get there we must
do something-now . You dam a stream when it is a trickle , not a
flood . Five , 10 or 20 years from now, we will be in a flood ,
That's a very short time , " he concluded .
\lli11 Get There

The speaker mentioned the attitudes of the courts generally
to allow a company or person to' pollute up to the point where it
becomes objeotionable - that is , a public nuisance . Perhaps , he
added , in time , courts will adopt the attitude that there are no
inherent ri ghts to pollute a public resource .
In summing up his address, Dr , Reynolds said ~y real point
is that it is later - much later ... than we all think . I have
heard it said many times with pride that ~le in Maine can ' t be
hurried - we take our own time but we get there just the same .

"What I run saying is we are bound to get there if we keep
on the way we are . But ' there ' will not be a place distinotly
ours . It will inevitably be an urban and suburban concrete jungle
darkened by smog ••••••••••••
January 23 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun

rIRIv1 CITES POLLUTION PROBLEMS
Sabattus River Watershed
Study Lists six Points

By John C. Turner
The Edward C. Jordan Co ., Inc . of Portland listed six key
pollution control problems in its study of the Sabattus River
Watershed involving the towns of ebster and Lisbon and the city
of Lewiston . That firm ' s engineers list the points in a report
made for the Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Commission .
The first of the six points said :
"Androscoggin River as it traverses through the study area
must be considered mainly as a source of industrial process water
and carrier of treated waste water for the forseeable planning
period . While limited recreational use may be possible t exten
sive recreatlona~ development along the main stem of the river
is going to be quite limited .
"Thus it is "imperative that the region give serious oonsider
ation to maintaining water quality in its tributary \'later courses
to the highest level possible . "
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Sabattus Lake
"Sabattus Lake at the headwaters of the Sabattus River is a
va.luable asset to the communities for recreationa.l uses .
ftHowever , due to the characteristics of the lake it is parti
cularly vulnerable to the degrading effects of excessive algae
and weed growth , " according to the summary .
The third point brought out by the study said the communities
of Lisbon , Lewiston , and Webster "are all facing substantial ex
penditures of funds for the installation of pollution control
facilities and extension of their sewer service area to meet the
growth demands of the communities . "

The report continued to say "while the projected growth
potent tal in the area appears limited . the migration of popula
tion from the urban core in the Lewiston- Auburn area to the cur
rently rural areas are going to dictate extensive expansion of
existing sewer systems . It is also noted that the projected low
growth rate could be significantly altered t if a major industrial
expansion in the area , suoh as the Bath Industries contemplated
DX destroyer program , should take place . "
Aocording to the report the "physical location of the popula
tion centers within the study area suggests that several possible
system orientations may be considered, ranging from the prOVision
of individual treatment facilities through a completely integrated
system . "
The sixth point made in the report states that "evaluations
of the costs of integrated systems in light of the benefits to
be derived indicate that serious consideration should be given
to certain phases of intercommunity systems . "
Recommendations
Five recommendations were made in the report t based on the
study outlined by the engine~ring firm .
They included the "disposition of the waste water generated
in Sabattus Village through the Lewiston system along Route 126
and Thorne t s Corner appears to have considerable merit and should
be given careful consideration by the City of Lewiston and Town
of Webster . "
The second recommendation states "the disposition of waste
water generated in the Crowley ' s Junction area of Lewiston and
the corridor along Route 196 between Crowley ' s Junction and Lisbon
Village should be determined by a more detailed analysis of the
system costs incurred by transport to either the Lewiston or the
Lisbon system . "
The third suggestion made by the firm states "regional efforts
directed toward limiting the amounts of nutrients reaching Sabattus
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Lake should be undertaken through zoning, enforcements of plumb
ing codes, and other applicable ordinances . "
Also recommended is the "expenditure of funds at this time
to construct an intercepting sewer to connect the systems of
Sabattus Village to the Lisbon Central System does not appear
warranted in light of the limited potential growth and develop 
ment in the Sabattus River watershed between the two communities .
This action should not be undertaken unless detailed economic
planning indicates extensive growth is probable . "
The fifth recommendation made in the report states "the
disposition of waste water generated in Sabattus Village, Thorne t s
Corner and Crowley's Junction through the Lisbon system does not
appear warranted for further study .
Watershed
'rhe Sabattns River watershed covers a.n area approximately
73 square miles , the drainage from which enters the Andros coggin
River in the Town of Lisbon just upstream of the Lisbon Falls
urgan area ~ The watershed has one major empoundment or storage
basin in Sabattus Lake and three minor storage basins in No Name
Loon Pond , and Sutherland Pond .

The shallow nature of Sabattus Lake , according to the report ,
makes it subject to substantial aquatic growth and susceptible
to algae blooms when conditions are optimum for such a phenomenon .
The developme.nt of cottages around the lake together with agricul
tural uses of the surroundine watershed area has contributed to
a nutrient buildup in the lake which promotes algae growth .
Aocording to the report, recent expansion of a poultry and
egg production facility within the watershed area has i on occasion ,
contributed significantly to nutrients entering the ake .
The report also said that while it is understood that this
particular waste problem is under study and development of tech
niques to minimize the problem may be available , such a potential
source of nutrients within the watershed could have long-range
effects on the water ~ua11ty of the lake .
"Thus , while the use of Sabbatus Lake as a recreational water
is of great significance to the region, the future nse of the lake
is endangered by excessive algae and aquatic growth , " the report
continues . "Every effort should be made to minimuze the nutrients
entering the drainage area of Sabattus Lake from all sources ,
including residential and camp development around the lake ,
agricultural uses of fertilizer , and industrial process wastes
entering the watershed .
"It must be recognized , however , that the control of these
sources of nutrient is extremely difficult and ecomomic procedures
for positively .preventing its buildup in the lake are not currently
available . As the shores of Sabattus Lake lie in three separate
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aommunities, coordinated effort at controlling development through
zoning or other control techniques will be necessary . "
The Sabattus River flows in a generally southerly direction
through Webster and Lisbon entering the Androscoggin River just
upstream from Lisbon Falls . The major tributaries to the river
are !tlaxwell Brook , which serves as t he outlet to Sutherland Pond
and Loon Pond , and No Name Brook , which serves as the outlet of
No Name Pond1n Lewiston, according to the report . A total drop
of 147 feet from the Sabattus Lake to the Androscoggin River is
primarily taken ap by dams in Lisbon Center, Lisbon Village and
Sabattus Village , the report noted .

The river itself travels through very sparsely populated area
with little or no development . No Nam.e Brook constitutes the major
tributary to the river with a drainage area of about 15 square
miles . The State Legislature has classified the river as "Ctt from
the outlet of Sabattus Lake to the limits of the Lisbon urban
area . The lower portion of the river is not specifically olassi
fied and would'presumably be Class B-1 under the general coverall
classification, although this classiftcation is unclear .

The "C" classification . according to the report, is undoubt 
edly dictated by the high coliform bacteria count contributed by
the Sabattus sewer system . Treatment of the Sabattus waste water
would probably permit a higher classification according to the
study .
January 28, 1969

Le",iston Daily Sun
POLLUTION CURBS PUSHED
FOR THREE MAINE RIVERS

AUGUSTA (AP) - The ohairman of the Maine VJater and Air Environ
mental Improvement Commission said Monday that the water in the
Kennebec River ttis unuseable for anything but the transportation
of wastes . "
Dr . F. Donaldson Koons told those attending a briefing on
the state's 'Development Through Conservation" program that , "If
the river had any more pollution, we could move it in flatcars . "
Koons said an industry which require substantial quantities
of clean water for a process as well as a large labor pool ,
could not now locate on the Androscoggin t Kennebec or Penobscot
rivers , near the large population centers .
"The permitted pollution of the streams has lost us these
possi.ble industries. Abatement makes economic sense immediately ,"
he added .
Dr . Koons said it is the commission's position that "there
is no inherent right to pollute by individual, town or corporation .
"The enVironment, whether water or air , is a propoerty of
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all of us and no one is entitled to pre- emptive use . "
During the briefing, John O. Hobbs president of Dragon
Cement Company, announced that a $17 mii1ion modernization of
his firm ' s Thomaston plant will include a provision to make the
facility "completely dust free . "
Hobbs said the'installation will mean elimination of a "land
mark" in the region, "which has been a steady stream of dust
across the area . "
"The fishermen and lobstermen will lose this line of dust
as a navigational aid , but I am'sure that all residents will be
much happier with our new plant , " he said .
Koons revealed that Ii recent air pollution study done for
the commission showed that dust fall in one location in Rockland
amounted to 68 tons per square mile each month .
The cornmission chairman added: "It ' s a good thing Nr . Hobbs '
plant is going to control its air pollution because I'm afraid
at this rate , Rockland \'Iould disappear from view. "
A second speaker during the briefing also drew response from
Dr . Koons . John T. Gould Jr., the executive secretary of the
Paper Industry Information Office had told the gathering:
"Management people within our industry regard environmental
control as a cost of doing business - but a cost which must be
faced realistically from all view points .
tlThey feel control can be achieved within Ii framework which
will be in the best interests of the consumer and at the same
time agreeable to the sportsmen , naturalists , recreationalists
and wildlife enthusiast . "
Gould cautioned the group ' never to forget that "rna.ny of
Maine's most devoted sportsmen , naturalists, recreationalists
and \rildlife enthuasists are also foresters and papermakers .
To make their interest in the challenge even keener , they t re
also consumers .
"As both a papermaker and as a registered lJIaine guide , I
support the program discussed today . "
Dr. Koons said , 1t as a regi stered J-iaine guide, I suggest that
Mr. Gould take his devoted sportsmen , naturalists and wildlife
enthusiasts on a trip along the Kennebec from Gardiner to Water
ville to see just what they find . "
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MAY PUSH UP SCHEDULE
FOR GIANT PLANT

Public Works Board Report
Submitted to Pollution Authority
By Ri chard Kisonak

The time schedule for construction of a giant waste treat
ment plant to serve the Twin Cities may be accelerated, the
Lewiston Public \V'orks Board was informed r!londay n:i.ght .
The annual report of. the Le\dston- Auburn Water' P.Qllution
Control Authority, which was Bubmitted to the board , noted:

"It 1s expected that the year 1969 will be more active and
substantially more progress will be made as the engineers com
plete portions of their planning , Initially, it was the plan
that our project would be completed in 1976. Recently , we have
been advised by the Water and Air Environmental Improvement Com
mission that the time schedule may be accelerated .
Ten Times
"Discussions will be held during the ea.rly part of 1969 with
regard to an accelerated program and the Authority will be repre
sented at the . hearings , " the board was informed .
William R. Adams , Public Works Department director , is
chairman of the authority . Other officers'are Clark H. Dunlap,'
treasurer ; and Robert W. Hudson , secretary , Directors are Adams ,
Hudson , Aurele J . Bosse , Wilfred O. Raymond and Earle A. Tarr , Jr .
The annual report, signed by Adams noted the authority has

met 10 times since October 1967.

"The major activity duri.ng t he year was the selection of an
engineering concern to prepare a'plan for our project t " it was
reported . "At our July 11 , 196e, meeting it was votea to enga e
the firm of Camp , Dresser and McKee . The contract with Camp ,
Dresser and McKee was signed Dec 12 , 196e.
Planning
ttThe firm will prepare plans , specifications and contract
documents for the construction of a joint Lewiston- Auburn sewer ~
age treatment plant a.s recommended in the consulting engineer ' s
report, ' Report on ~ewerage , and Sewerage Treatment' dated October
1903 to the City of Lewiston aDd a similar report to the Auburn
Sewage District , dated July 1964. '1'
According to Adams , the work of preparing plans and specifi
cations'may take a year and a half . The price tag is extimated
at $192,eOO.
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"The authority considered sites for the location of the new
plant and finally decided that land now owned by the City of
Lewi.ston would be best from all points of view, " the board was
told . "This land is on Lincoln Street and has a substantial
frontage on the Androscoggin River and 1s adjacent to Mount Hope
Cemetery . The authority voted to obtain an option-to purchase
approxi ately 25 acres of the site mentioned at $1 , 000 per acre .
It is expected that the aotual purchase will be made consistent
with the progress of the project ~ "
The PWB business meeting was routine from start to finish .
Adams said the Pollution Control Authority suggests some minor
cha.rter changes involving ne'Y<' wording for clarification purposes .
The only change of any substance is one which says the Public
Works Board can select anyone of its members to serve on the
authority . The chairman of the board was automatically picked .
•••• •
February 4 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
and Lewiston Evening Journal
Annual Review Edition

River Cleanup Progress Made During Year
By Frank Marston
While the classification of the Androsooggin River still
remains nc tt , gainF> were made during the past year in the contin
uing effort to ·ease the pollution problem .
In this connection , the city of Auburn was notified Dec . 19
that it was the reCipient of a $125 , 000 planning grant to be used
in connection \rlth the cityt s interceptor sewer project - which
would tie in with the sewage treatment plant to be erected even
tually , in Lewiston , serving both cities .
The acquisition of the site of the $4 , 440~OOO plant l through
sale by the city to the Lewiston- Auburn Water Yollution ventrol
Authority, was approved by the Lewiston Board of ltlayor and Alder
men Sept . 17 , the 25 acres involved is valued at $1 , 000 per acre .
William R. Adams Jr . , Lewiston Public Works Department director
and a member of the pollution authority , said the land has 400
feet of frontage on Lincoln Street , extending 100 feet to the
Androscoggin River at one end and apprOXimately 150 feet Oft the
other .
The land has been the site of the Lewtston Fire Depa.rtment
training grounds .
Design Contract
A oontract for the design of the huge sewage treatment plant
which will be in the heart of modern sewage systems in both
Lewiston and Auburn , was signed Sept . 12 with Camp , Dresser and
McKee , the Boston consulting firm which has done much work in
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the Twin Cities .
It is anticipated the plant will cost a.bout $4 million 
not including the cost of interceptor systems which will carry
sewage to it .
Lewiston had been the recipient of planning grants earlier
1n the year , and the grant to Auburn helped maintain the schedule
set by the state .
Deadline In 1976
The Maine Water Improvement Commission has set a deadline
of Oct . 1, 1976, for communities along the river to construct
treatment plants for municipal and industrial waste.

The "Cff classification was given to the Androscoggin River

by the Legi lature and in line with this classification, all

municipal and industrial waste discharged into the river must
rece!ve primary and secondary treatment.
The Maine Water Improvement Commission set a schedule as a
guide for municipalities to follow . It calls for prelimina ry
plans and engineer estimates to be completed and submitted by
Oct . 1.
The schedule also calls for arrangements tobs made for ad
ministration and financing by Oct . 1, 1971; formu1a.tion of
detailed engineering and final plans by Oct . 1, 1972; revi w of
final plans by the Water and Air Environment Improvement Com
mission, and construction started by Oct . 1, 1993 - the construc
tion to be completed and in operation by Oct. 1 , 1976.
.
,
If a municipality, sewer d1.strict, person, firm or corpora
tion can reasonably complete any of the steps prior to the dead~
lines , the commission may ap!)rove an accelerated schedule .
Headway Made
Dr . Walter A. Lawrance, rivermaster, noted at year's end
that a scarcity of skilled personnel in the pollution field
throughout Ma.ine (and the nation) and the non-a.vailabi1ity ot
proper equipment have resulted in some delays in cleaning up the
river .
He ·said there remains a lot of work to be done with respect
to reducing pollution loads from industrial and domestic sources
but headway is being made, with plans for treatment plants being
drawn up, and in some oases, completed.
The rivermaster said "it looks as though we should over the
next two or three ye rs, see some treatment plants come into
being and , of course, we then expect some improvement . "
As far as the condition of the Androscoggin River is COD
cerned, all was well until the middle of July, according to Dr .
Lawrance .
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The rivermaster reported at that time , the area had a fairly
hot spell lasting two weeks and the temperature of the river rose
at A2 . 4 degrees on July 22 , as compared to the normal 71 . 6 degrees .
Fish Kill
On July 22 , as a result of the hot water, the oxygen content
of the water'was so low that a fish kill occurred between Auburn
and Lewiston, below Deer Rips .
He noted that the condition of the river in' general from
that time on could not be termed as satisfactory , but he added :
"We can t t control nature . "
Several civic organizations joined together to help in the
clean. up of the riverbanks in the two cities .
In addition to the Lewiston....Auburn Jaycees , which formulated
plans for the' cleanup, members of the Rotary Club Kiwanis Club ,
Exchange Club ~ Key Club , Interact Club . Hi-Y and ~oy Scouts took
part .

Clean Riverbanks

The first work day was held Sept . 14 , and on that day 20
truck-loads of debris, rubbish , junked autos and abandoned ap
pliances were hauled to the city dump .
A half- dozen junked automobiles , located on the Auburn side
of the river , .w ere hoisted onto trucks and several loads of
gravel were hauled in to cover objects that could not be removed ,

February 5, 1969
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Three Prime Factors
UM Report Says Pollution
Serious in Some Me . Areas

AUGUSTA (AP) - A report by the University of Maine says a serious
air pollution problem exists in parts of Maine and will become
worse unless preventive action is taken now ,
The report was done by the university ' s Office of Research
and Federal Relations for the Maine Water and Air Environmental
Improvement Commission .
Listed as the three prime factors contributing to air
tion at the present time are :

pollu~

- Inadequate or faulty methods of treating solid, liquid and
gaseous wastes by both municipalities and industries;
- Poor location of industrial sites with respect to prevailing
meteorological conditions; and
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- "La.ck of concern on the part of elected officials , private
citizens and company officials with regard to the practices whi ch
result in the degradation of air quality and the remedial measures
which might be taken . "
The report says legislation is needed to provide a legal
basis for the control of air pollution in Maine .

The report says the Water and Air Environmental Improvement
Commission needs first a director for its air quality control
section, followed by three qualified research analysts and three
control specialists .
Initial expense to equip laboratories and establish monitor
ing stations is estimated at $ 50 , 000 . The annual operating ex
pense is estimated at $111,000 .
The report says, "With more than e7 oercent of its land area
covered by forest, Maine should have cleaner air than any state
in the nation . But there is an air pollution problem .
ftCitizens of Rockland complain bitterly about dust and odor
from manufacturing plants in their city . Summer residents in
the Wilton area complain that their enjoyment is diminished by
odor from a kraft pulp mill eight miles distant . "
The study notes that Lincoln received unfavorable national
publicity a few years ago because of air pollution from a kraft
mill in that no.rthern I·1aine community .
Also cited is a Bangor allergist ' s report that some of his
patients suffer pulmonary distress when kraft odors are strong.
,

However , in all of the 12 communities visited by the study
teams , extremely low or zero readings for specific air contaminants
were obtained ftwhen the wind blew in the right direction . ft

Zero readings for ' hydrogen sulfide (odor of rotten eggs)
were found in Portland; Rockland , Augusta , Caribou and Houlton
when the wtnd blew from the west; in Rumford-Mexico when the wind
was in the north; in Auburn and Brunswick when the wind lay in
the northwest; and in Presque Isle when it blew from the south
west .
In all of these places , however , hydrogen sulfide was found
at or above the level of detectable odor when the wind blew from
directions of known contaminating sources .
!4ethyl mercaptin (rotten cabbage odor) was found above the
level of detectable odor in all communities located near Kraft
pulp mills or on streams whi.ch had received waste water from such
mills .
The report notes , "Although recognized standards for malod
orous air contaminants have not yet been established, pollutants
of this type are referred to as ' aesthetic insults '.
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~A state sueh as Maine , which expends so much effort to
welcome visitors , should seriously consider the consequences of
having large areas affected by this type of pollution . "

The report added: "The situation in Rockland deserve.
special mention . In addition to the routine test for suspended
particulates made in each community. special fallout jars were
placed in various parts of the city .
"One jar placed on the roof of a building situated on a main
highway near the lime plant collected dust at a rate "lhieh can
be expressed as 68 tons per square mile per Month.
"This value was obtained in a residential-commercial area .
standards for such areas state that the fallout should
not exceed approximately 20 tons per square mile per month . "
Reco~nized

The researchers concluded, "Although technological means for
air pollution control are not yet available to solve all problems
advances are being made which can greatly improve the atmospheric
environment .
"L gislation is badly needed which will enable communities
to work with offending industries in an effort to eliminate
sources of all pollution to the full extent that it is economical
ly feasible . "
Lewiston Daily Sun

February 12 , 1969
Pollution in Maine

A recent report prepared by the Office of Research and
Federal Relations of the University of Maine called public atten
tion to a condition which is taken too much for granted in the
state : The amount of air pollution . Moreover , ,the report em
phasized that unless preventive action is taken, conditions will
get worse .
The warning is reminiscent of those relative to water pol
lution a quarter of a centQry ago . If it takes as long for the
state"to act to get cleaner air as it has its quest for cleaner
water, the pollution will be much, much worse before an.ything is
done .
The U of M study was conducted for the Maine Water and Air
Environmental Improvement Commission . It concluded that three
principal factors contribute to air pollution: Inadequate or
faulty methods of treating solids, liquid and gaseous wastes by
munic~p lities and industries; poor location of industrial sites
with respect to meteorological conditions; laok of concern 011
the part of elected officials , company officials and the public .
The first factor is one which challenges our technology and
should'be solved . It is too late to do anything about the second
factor , as it relates to established industries . But it can be
a guide for the future . The third factor can be handled in re
verse order: As the public takes more notice and interest and
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as it demands eleaner air , both elected officials and the leaders
of industry will become concerned, then act .
The Commission cannot bring about improvements without
legislative authority , proper finanoing , and , most important of
all , public support . Cleaner air will be a reality if and when
the people of r·1aine insist upon it J not before .

We agree with the U of M study that with 87 per cent of the
land area of Maine covered by forest, we "should have cleaner air
than any state in the nation , "
February 18 , 1969
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POLLUTION STUDY PANEL URGES MORE
RIGID LAWS IN ABA~NT PROGRAM
AUG'];': TA (AP) - More rigid and demanding anti-polluti on laws ,
including one to enable the state to'charge polluters the cost
of tracking down the. source of wast e, were urged fv!onday by a
special study committee .
The Governor's Committee on Pollution abatement also urged ,
with two of the 13 memberR dissenting , that present bond funds
be released for use now , that the st;~te advance the federal
share of pollution abatement costs and that a new $50 million
bond issue be submitted to the voters .
In a statement prepared before he left for Brazil last Friday
Gov . Curtis said he had reviewed the recommendations in preliminary
form and commended the committee .
"Their message is clear , " he said . ''We have only a very
short time rema inine to begin a meaningful pollution abatement
program.
"Every year'that goes by increases the cost of neglect in
two ways . First , it costs the state more of its dwindling supply
of unpolluted water and the recreational, health and industrial
benefits which go with it. Second, the rising costs of construc 
tion mean that the same facility may cost 15 per cent more to
build in 1971 than it would today . tf
The governor added: "In short past pollution practices
have imposed a heavy morteage on 1!:alne t s future. We must im
mediately discontinue these practices , and we must pay orf the
accrued debt as fast as possible . Any but th e most shortsighted
cost analyses indic ates th at it is che~per to pay tha t nrice
today •••• "
Thomas Griffin Jr . a member of the Water and Air Environmen
tal Improvement Commission and a pollution abatement consultant
to municipalities , was chairman of the "task force." Members
included Health and Welfare Commissioner Dean H. Fisher , Atty .
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Gen . James S. Erwin , President Clinton Townsend of the Natural
Resources' Council of tJiaine and others prominent in various con
servation , health ~nd legal fields and the legislature .
The committee was unanimous in ~vera.l recommendations , in
cluding replacement of the present II - member commission'with a
fi.ve - man panel representing public health , conservation , industry
municipalities and the nubIic; provision for an adeiluate staff
(although the ~inorlty re~ort opposed any arbitrary increase wi t h
out reference to de~onstrated need); extension of the commission ' s
authority to salt as well as fresh water; and provision for
adequate office and laboratory space - the majority recommended
Ii new building , the minority suggested Ii renovation .
The two in the minority , Portland City 1~a.nager John E. ~Jlen 
ario and George S. Prentiss , mill manager of Oxford Paper Co . !
Rumford , said they believe Maine already has a sound anti - pol u
tion law and that the re~aining recommendations of the majority
were neither necessary nor de~irable .
The other 11 members , howev~r, saw stepped-up financin~ as
a serious need to prevent the state from falling ever father
behind its pollution control needs .
Griffin , in a chairman ' s preface to the report , said the
cost of years of neglect and inaction are already being paid 
"by those who once derived either income or pleasure from the
clean waters of streat"'!l.S now fatal to fish and obnoxlous to men ;
••• by shell fi~hermen t who are being deprived of a way of life
which they once found rewardlng . "
Among the recommendations were :
-Having the state issue bonds and advance the feder&l share

50 to 60 per cent - of the cost of sewage treatment projects , re

covering from the federal government later ; federal funds have
been coming through at far less than the scheduled rate but
Congress has promised to make up eventually wha.t the states
advance;

-Issuing another '50 million in state bonds as soon as pos
sible;
- Revising present laws to make any change in quantity or
quality of discharge in effect a new discharge , subject to
separate licensing ;
- Requiring licensing of all waste treatment plant operators ,
with the state to take over ineffectively run plants;
-Doubling the present staff of the commission , including the
addition of an executive director as well as the present chief
engineer ; and trjpling the present staff by 1972 .
The report said that in 1963 , the commission staff estimated
that $130 million worth of municipal sewer work was needed .
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Sinoe then a bout $10 million worth has been built . But the
estimate of need now is $170 million , the report said .
Late in December , the report said , the projects eligible for
state and federal aid totaled some $33 million - for whi~h funds
were not available .
February 20 , 1969

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorials
Anti - Pollution Report

The Governor ' s Committee on Pollution Abatement came up
One was advocacy
of the enactment of more stringent anti -pollution laws , including
a provision that polluters be charged the cost of findjng out
the c ause of pollution . The other was a call for issuance of a
$50 million bond issue to be used as a means of enablinF, the
state to advance the federal government ' s share of pollution ab
atement costs . Presumably money advanced would be repaid by
Washington eventually . Federal funds have been allocated at a
slower rate than originally anticipated .

wi th two major propo als in its final report .

The committee vote on these two issues was 11- 2 , so the
conclusion reached by the body has to be viewed as near unanimous .
We agree in ')rinciple with the committee ' s views . ~fuethe r a
bond issue should be $50 million or some other figure we wouldn 't
presume to say , Since funds used from the bond issue would at
l east partly represent anticipated federal payment , the overall
cost to Maine would be well below the $50 million .
It is believed federal payments for anti-pollution projects
(mainly sewage treatme nt plants ) would amount to no less than 50
per cent of their cost, Since municipalities would be expected
to share the remainder of the cost with the state , it would appear
as though a bond issue in the Vicinity of $50 million would enable
a good many projects to be started .
Gov . Curtis in a statement made following receipt of the
committee ' s preliminary report said it about right when he ob er
ved: "Every year that goes by increases the cost of neglect in
two ways . First, it costs the state more of its dwindling supply
of unpolluted water and the recreational, health and industrial
benefits which go with it . Second , the rising costs of construc
tion mean that the same facility may cost 15 per cent more to
build in 1971 than it would today . "
It is our conviction the State of Maine must get on top of
the pollution problem now . We cannot afford to permit the situa
tion to drag onfrom year to year with rel~tively little done in
the way of cleaning up pollution along our inland waterways .
Already this pollution has created problems at certain coastal
points as a result of the massive amount of it discharged by some
of the l arger rivers .
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So it is we find ourselves concurring with the ma jor two
points made in the committeets report . The longer Maine delays
a really aggressive asault against pollution , the worse the pro
blem will become and the more it will cost the state ' s taxpayers .
Feb~~ary

26 , 1969

Le',dston Daily Sun

POLLUTION I\BATE!1ENT HEARINGS 9C HEDULED
Lewiston will be th~ site of several public hearings on
pollution abatement plang which will be held during the months
of February, March and April by the Sta.te of 1,1a.ine Water and Air
Environmental Improvement Commission .
The general public is invited to attend the hearings but
they are designed'primarily to hear testimony from representatives
of municipalities, sanitary districts, ind.ustries and other. in
terested parties pertaining to the pollution abatement plans of
all participants.
At 10 : )0 a . m. Feb . 27 in the council room of Le~liston City
Hall there will be pollution hearings involving'No Name Brook,
Lewiston ; Logan Brook , Auburn; and Penley Brook, Auburn .
At 10:)0 a . m. Feb. 28 a hearing will be held in the Lisbon
Falls Community Hall concerning the Lisbon Vinyldyne Corporation ' s
discharging of sanitary wtlste and manufacturing waste into the
Sab~ttus River .at Lisbon .

The subject at the Lewiston hearing at city building Mar . 7,
at 10 a . m., will be the Androscoggin River . Communities involved
at this hearing will be LeWiston, Lisbon, Auburn and Topsham.
Industries that will take part include : Bates Iv!anufacturing
Company, Bergeron Dairy, Cote ' s Dairy, General Dynamics Corpora
tion! Arthur· C. Gendron, Hellcrest Poultry Company, Highland Spri.ng
Bott. ing Co . , W. S. 'Libbey Co ., New England Waste Process Co .,
Bon-An Footwear Co., Neil Beverage Co . , Pioneer Plastics Co .,
United States Gypsum Co . , and the Pejepscot Paper Co .
Another Androscoggin River hearing will be held Mar . 5 at
the municipal building, Rumford. That hearing , will'start at 10
a . m, 'It involves the communities of Rumford , Mexico, Livermore
Falls , Jay , Bethel and Dixfield .
Industries involved are Oxford Paper Co , and the International

Paper Co .

Barch

The Kennebec River will be the subject of the hearing on
1) at 1:30 p . m. at the Gardiner city hall .

The'communities involved in this hearing will be Gardiner ,
Randolph Hallowell and Farmingdale . The industries: Gardiner
Paper !;tils Inc., S.D. vlarren Co . , Dessler's Slaughter House .
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Another hearing is slated later in the month at the munioipal
building , Mechanic Falls, on the Little Androsooggin River .
The communities concerned with this hearing, Apr . 3, are
Mechanic Falls and Poland . The industries: Rogers Fibre Co . ,
Inc. , and r,1arca.1 Paper Ei l1s Inc .
According to the commission, participants will be expected 
to present statements concerning the aVQilability of local funds ,
the status of planning programs, both preliminary-and final, the
degree of treatement proposed for ~Taste effluents, posttion as it
applies to the Commission ' s suggested time schedule, and alternate
time 8chedul~ if the participants do not agree with the commiss
ion's time schedule.
14arch 6, 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun and
Lewtston Evenjng Journal
Pollution Abatement Date
Is Discussed at Rumford

RUMFORD - A public hearing on the proposed accelerated pollu
tion abatement schedule for the Androscoggin River was held at
Rumford Municipal Building, Wednesday,
Speaking to members of the Maine Water and Air Environmen ~
tal Improvement Commission in behalf of Oxford Paper Company was
Atty. Richard 'vhi ting .
Whiting rold the coamission of the company's efforts over
the past 20 years to abate stream pollution and explained the
problems '.""hieh face Oxford in the future . He noted that the pro
gram a long-range undertaking involves the finding of a site for
installation of a primary treatment plant a.nd later the installa
tion of secondary treatment facilities ,
Whiting said that Oxford Paper Company already has the title
to the land on which would be constructed the treat nent ..-arks for
the industrial portion as well as title for a sludge disposal
area , He said that a ccording to the vllhitman and Howard Inc . J
report entitled "Report on Pollution Abatement , Tovm of Rumford ,
Baine" the proposed treatment facil:f.ty for the town can be oon
structed at an estimated cost of $1,740 , 000. The report continues
that the industrial waste facility will oost $6 million . Grants
from the Federal Water Administration and from the state commis
sion are anticlpated, but the amounts involved cannot yet be
estimated .
In view of the conplex ~teps which must be undertaken in
order to comply with the la.w, Oxford Paper feels that the present
time schedule {c~lling for completion Oct . 1, 1976; is reasonable .
Whiting stated, "If aid is available, we expect to be able to
meet that deadline . "
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POLLUTION WORK AIRED AT MEETING
Commission Told of Progress in L- A;
May Up Target D te

Acceleration of target dates for pollution oontrol programs
along the Androscoggin River Valley was discussed at a Friday
orning meeting in Lewiston of the Maine Water and Air Environ
mental Improvement Commission w:i.th municipal officials .
The Legislature has set a 1976 target date .
The target date has been 1976 .. set by the Legislature 
but this series of hearings will determine whether or not this
date should be accelerated .
Presiding at the hearing w s Dr . Donaldson Koons , who told
the 60 or so people gathered at the Lewiston city building audit 
orium , that perhaps deadline dates might be staggered to oid
sudden rush for funds throughout the state .
month

Similar hearings are being held allover the state this

nd next .

The hearing involved the communities of Lewiston, Auburn ,
11 bon and Topsham , and representatives of each spoke . Industries
within thee .are s were invited to speak, too, but only a small
percentage did . Those representatives who did take the oppor
tunity spoke well of theeampaign and offered effective coopera
tion , as they outlined th~ir programs .
Probably the most significant remarks , involving the most
people , were voiced by Lew:i.ston Public Wlrks Director William R.
Adams , who was speaking in his capacity as chairman of the
Lewiston- Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority .
Only Two
He pointed out that Lewiston and Auburn are probably the
only two neighboring communities that have oombined their efforts
in pollution control.
He told the commission that the city o! Lewiston used advance
planning funds mad available by the Federal government , and a
grant from the tate , for preliminary planning as early as October
of 1963. and this was submitted to the WAEIC .
The Auburn Sewerage District did the same thing a year later ,
he pointed ont . Both'suggested a joint treatment plant would be
the best way , he said. and this approach has been taken .
"The city .o! Lewiston and the Auburn Sewerage District have
either completed, or have in progress the final design plans of
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the entire interceptor system for both 00 unities . Final plans
for the intercepting systems will be complete in early 1970 , "
Adams told the commission.
He noted that the Lewiston- Auburn authority was organized
in the summer of 1967 and members have met regularly , monthly .
Adams said the authority has contacted the Department of Housi &
and Urgan Development , to obtain planning funds to accomplish the
fiBal design of the treatment plant .
"The Federal agency informed the authority that planning
funds were obligated for a period extending over a year!" he
said . "The authority felt that the two communities cou d not
wait for Federal-funds for this phase of its program and engaged
the firm of Camp, Dresser and McKee to commence work on the final
plans . "
He said the job is "progressing well" and it is antiCipated
they will be completed by April of 1970 . " He said land on which
the treatment plant would b~ built is now under option .
,

"Therefore , " he told the commission , "the Twin Cities have
taken the matter of pollution control seriously . They have acted
individually in design of their intercepting sewers 1 organized
the firts joint pollution control authority in the ~tate ) acC 
plished the necessary regional planning , and have proceeded with
design in spite of the lack of Feder~l planning monies . n
He said that the overall cost of the treatment plant and
intercepting systems of both communities has been estimated to
be in excess of 12 million dollars . "In addition to the capital
expense," he said, "the operation and maintenance of the treat
ment plant is expected to cost over $200,000 , "
He said the communities of Lewiston nd Auburn "may be
able to'meet" an accelerated schedule - perhaps as early as 197) .
However , Adams said the authority is asking the commission to
see that a couple of things happen if this is to be the ease .
He said the L- A authority would like all communities and
all industries upstream from Lewiston and Auburn to accelerate
their programs and regulate their discharges to meet Class C
river standards .
And, the authority would like to have both Federal and State
funds ade available for the construction of not only the treat 
ment plant but the intercept system - and that the commitment
of funds be early enough to allow proper local financing and ad
ministration .
At the outset of the meeting Auburn Mayor Clyde E. Goudey
spoke briefly and pledged Auburn ' s support to the pollution abate
ment program . Mayor Goudey s id Auburn has done ~ll that has
thus far been suggested by planners , and would continue to do so .
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He said he and other city officials realize that th program
will be expensive to the taxpayers , but he added : "We are just
catohing up in one generation what has been neglected in another. "
Speaking on behalf of the town of Lisbon was its town of
Lisbon was its town manager , D. Dwight Dogerty , who reported
things moving in his community . He said two industries have tied
their efforts into the community program.
Mr . Dogerty pointed out that the current town meeting
warrant cont ains articles which deal ~Ti th anti- pollution action
and "we t ll know the outcome of that next Monday night;" he declared .

Speaking for the town of Topsham was Selectman townspeople
are oton:).y willing but eager to get the pollution program under
. .'lay there .
Money
Of course , he told the commission . "there ' a question of
money and we hope these hearings produce money . "
William Drake of the Topsham Water District 8 id his organiza
tion was anxious to get going , and we "hope this (the hearing) is
a springboard, and efforts are made for loans , "
In the Topsham area, he said , the plant is a million dollar
plus enterprise . "We are ready and anxious , " he said . Drak said
industry is not included in the towns program .

When industry representatives were called upon to speak .
endorsements of the program were given by Attorney George Mitchell
representing the Pioneer Plastics firm in Auburn , Attorney Donald
Perkins for-Bates Manufacturing Co . of Lewiston , who said "we ' ll
do our part," and others .
M. W. Rast of US Gypsum Co . Plant in Lisbon said his firm fs
pollution oontrol project is currently "ahead of the timetable"
now in existence . He said his firm doesn ' t expect or look for
outside funds and is~ery happy about the whole pollution project . "
Mr. Rast said his firm ' s plans call for completion of its
project by 1975 but there has been some problem in getting
equipment when It is needed . Delays have been eneountered in
this area .
Clayton Butcher of the Pejepsoot Paper Co . told the oom
mission his firm is now selecting an engineering firm and plan
to meet the ••••• End of article - sentence ineomplete-
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Androscoggin Clean- Up

The Maine Water and Air Environmental Improvement Commission
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hearing in Lewiston Friday brought out prominently the fact the
cities of Auburn and Lewiston have cooperated efficiently and
swiftly in making plans for pollution abatement locally. The
hearing also disclosed the fact a number of twin city industries
re prepared to enter wholeheartedly in this area 's anti - pollu
tion effort .
If the communities up and down river display the same kind
of concern in seeing that pollution of the Androscoggin ends .
and if equal' interest is shown along the valley of the Little
Androscoggin it is possible to visualize that the 1976 dead
line to reguiate discharges into the river so that it may attain
and keep a Class C status will be beaten.
The down river communities of Lisbon and Topsham were reported
It will be interest
ing to learn at a future hearing what move toward clean-up is
being made by the up river towns .

by spokesmen to be eager to see progress made .

We particularly wish to congratulate Lewiston and Auburn
officials respo sible for undertaking planning of what will be
construction of a joint sewage interceptor system for their
obviously early realization that action should he carried out
as soon as possible; also for their coordinated efforts that al
ready have accomplished a great deal .

Lewiston Daily Sun
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KOONS HEADS ME . PANEL
ON POLLUTION PROBLEltS
AUGUSTA (AP) - Prof. Donaldson Koons , chairman of the Maine Water
and Air Environmental Improvem nt Commission, has been named to
head Gov . Cllrtis t newly-ereated r~aine environmental t sk force .
The announcement was made Saturday at the First Maine En
vironmental-Congress in which representatives of the Maine Audu
bon SOCiety , the Natural Resources Council of Maine and the State
Biologist t Assooiation took part .
The governorts panel was created to in ure that environmental
safeguards acc pany the state ' s effort to attract industry .
Curtis sent a congratulatory message tothe congre s in which
he aid the state government 1s making a concerted effort to con
serve and clean up Maine 's environment .

Koons told the congress that 90 per cent of all pollution
in th state's rivers is caused by industry but noted that some
rirms "have accepted their responsibility and there is no reason
to believe that the rest will not follow . "
Offending firms, he said "should join together to do the
job now rather than wait until they are forced to do it at an
even greater loss of their public image . "
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Koons, a geology professor at Col by College , cited oil
drilling, expanded mining operations and nuclear power as among
the environmental problems of the future and said Y~iners must
make plans to create the type of state is which they want to live .
These and other problems were discussed earlier in the
session by state offic1.als and conserva.tion- minded individuals .
In other action taken at the congress ;
State Biologists' Association called for a boycott against
products of V.haling , Inc . , an Easton potato processor whioh has
been blamed for the controversial Prestile Stream pollution .
-~~he

- · The SBA also agreed to file a ligislative brief calling for the
commissj.oners of Inland Fisheries and Game and Sea and Shore
Fisheries to get authorization to set bag limits and open seasons
for species of animals for which they are responsible .
--Dean James Storer of Bowdoin
economy must be stimulated but
ecologists must have a hand in
the state's environment can be
March 18 . 1969

College acknowledged tha.t Maine t s
stressed that economists and
decisions about the future so that
maintained and improved .
Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial

Moved a Long Way

We have C9me a long way in the St te of Maine from the ti e
of the late 1930 ' s and early 1940 ' s when the first real cognizance
of pollution problems was taken . The general ete ch along the
lower reaches of the Androscoggin River was featured by those who
were urging that there be a cleaning up of the river and of other
pol luted waters .
At that time in our hist0ry the oppositiGn of industry t o
undertaking any serious programs to eliminate pollution was ex
tensive . Hearings on the topio with reference to the Androscoggin
River featured spokesmen who moaned and groaned about the cost
in one breath and threatened that their respective companies
would leave the state if forced to engage in any clean- up . There
was a plea for a great deal of time and there was a tendency to
ttempt to do as little as possible .
Today the attitude of industry generally has changed re
markably . There are a few industrialists who are reluctant to
do their fair share toward clearing away the pollution they have
created , but the majority of companies understand the fact they
must engage in extensive pollution abatement . Many of Maine ' s
major waterways , like those in other states , have been polluted
considerably . No longer can the luxury of standing pat be
permitted .
This is why we say we have "come a long w yft when we note
announcements such aa the one made last week by Scott Paper Co .
with regard to its mill at Winslow. Thi major paper company
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said this mill will have a three- phase pollution abatement pro
gram costing between $16 and $20 million . The object is to
improve and protect the water quality of the Kennebec River .
Although much still must be done by a number of incustries
1tuated on various Maine waterways , there 1s great need for
municipalities along some of these same rivers and streams to
carry out sewage treatment programs .. It is true that industry
has been blamed for about 90 per cent of the pollution in our
inland waters , but the 10 per cent or so pollution caused by the
dumping of untreated sewage 1s a matter that cannot be ignored ~
This holds especially true in light of the effort now being made
by so many industries to do their fair share toward improving
the quality of the state's inland waters .
March 23 , 1969
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Donaldson Koons 
Clean Of Maine

~~r .

WATERVILLE Donaldson Koons, whose "Foeus U article runs on this
page today , is an astonishing man to spearhead a $200 million t
10 year drive to clean up l~ine' s Kennebec, Androscoggin and
Penobscot rivers .
To begin with Koons was born in Seolll Korea and for 17
years went to school there . - In World War iI, he wa one of the
"mystery menu of the 0 . 3 . S., America's once-famous spy organiza
tion . He operated in remote provinces of China, partly because
he could speak Korean and Chinese .
Today Donaldson Koons is head of the Geology department at
Colby College a job he has held almost 20 years, since getting
back from China and the war . Eager tobecome a physicist when 
he left Korea in 1934 (where his American father'taught school) ,
Koons switched to geology at Columbia University, where he earned
Ba.chelor ' s, Master's and Ph . D. d.egrees in that ocky subject .
Now some 200 Colby students of geology study under his direction .
Cleaning the waters and air of Maine is Koons' avocation .
He is Chairman of the Water Improvement Commission and last week
end was named to the Governor ' s new-Task Force on Maine ' s Environ
ment . But when it comes to geology , Arizona and not Maine is
Koons' special £1 eld .
However , back in 1940 , Koon

wrote his Master ' s theai at
The Bar Harbor
area still fascinates him , from a geological viewpoint . He
traoes it geology back some 360 million years to the Devonian
age " "But Arizonats Grand Canyon" he says "is my specialty. ft

Columbia on a Maine subject - the Bay of Fundy.

The Grand C·anyon and its water problems are what thrus~
Koons into the fri vert a seat on M:aine t s biggest water problem 
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pollution . A few years back power companies out West stirred up
a hornetts nest of national concern when they announced plans to
flood parts of the Grand Canyon and to dam up famed Bridge
Canyon into a giant reservoir.

ioons, an authority and admirer of Grand Canyon, got into
the thick of the fight. He used a wean on - economics - which he
will be wielding again in Maine .

"The Sierra Club and others" he says "seemed to be lacking
a real 'clincher'. They were fighting against the dam on con-'
servation and aesthetic grounds . Good as these arguments were
they didntt dent the fwe-must -have-power-for-industry' interests ,
So r waded in with econ:1.mic arguments , "
Koons shook up the Interior Department by proving that waters
held in a dam at Bridge Canyon would evaporate under the hot sun
at the rate of a million acre feet every yeart • • • that g per
cent of the Colorado waterflow would evaporate into thin air • •
that in n arid area where valuable water has a price tag of
$)0 an acre, $}O millions worth of it would be lost in evaporationt
The plan to build that dam was abandoned.
The president of Colby College, Robert L, Strider,'was
thoroughly impressed with the results aohieved by Koons , head of
Colby ' s Geology Department . Strider, high enough up the ladder
of Maine Democratic politics to write the Demooratic pl atform ,
passed his praise for Koons along to Democratic Governor Curtis.
Curtis named Koons to fill a vacancy on Maine 's Water Improvement'
Commission . And when Dan Connelly. president of Hartlend Tannery,
finished his term, Koons became chairman .

So look now for economic arguments, teamed up with conserva~
tion and aesthetic considerations, to be the weapons and persuaders
with which Koons plans to win pollution abatement battles in Maine .

nIt m y cost well over $150 millions and 10 years to work"
Koons predicts to clean up the Kennebec, Androscoggin and Pen b
scot~
But profit to Maine on the money could be better than 2-1 .
Good, clean river front property today can fetch $)0 to $50 a front
fQot . And there are 600 miles of itl reclaimable on these rivers .
In 10 years its value should top $50u millions . Think of the
revenue that will bring to the area and the state!"
Koons admits certain industries may not be able to afford
the money needed for pollution abatement. "But for too long
Maine people have been afraid we'd lose payrolls if we insisted
on clean-up. Not necessarily sot Take the Medomak Canning
Company near Waldoboro . They threatened to pullout if forced to
clean up. Then they found out that a dozen places where they
might relocate wouldn't have them either - unless they cleaned
up their process ~
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DED and Water Improvement are joining hands at last~ say
Koons, to insist that new indtlstry coming into ftiaine or expanding
here take care of its wastes insteaa of using Maine rivers and
streams as a free dumping ground . ttTherets no profit for anyone
in giving Maine the reputation of tolerating more pollution than
any state in the Union!"
Koons believes most M.aine industries nO~l rea.lize that good
business is clean business . He says Maine people now recognize
that if a nearby pond or lake or river gets polluted , there no
longer is a clean one waiting for them up the road apiece .
"Somebody has probably mucked it un already . " Consequently the
public is also aroused in support of a forceful campaign to stop
pollution . "
Local Rod and Gun Clubs , adds Koons, swing a lot of muscle
in If.a.ine politi cs - and they too are now lining up strongly be"
hind pollution abatement. Conservation organizations, he says ,
have buttressed anti-pollution work from the start .
With widespread backing like this, KOORS expects to get
the money and joint effort necessary to "olean up the mess . "
The same forces, Koons beli.eves , will put teeth in' new laws at
this legislative session to govern open pit mining, which may
soon become big business here . A big pit , says Koons, may pro..
duce 20'million tons of waste . And before the waste begins to
pile up , he wants laws to control where and how the waste will
be processed and how soon the resultant hole will be filled .
As to further atomic energy plants in ~iaine such as at
Wiscasset , Koons hopes that no more will be perrnitted on estuaries.
"They should be located close to open flowing sea, on headlands ,
where the hot water expelled from them can be quickly cooled and
dispersed . "
As to offshore oil, Koons, a geologist himself thinks any
strikes are likely to be about 80 miles offshore .
nd that new
restrictions, springing out of the Santa Ba.r bara oil leak tragedy,
will mean new laws 50 that a repetition in Maine can be averted .
Koons' family is'as busy in their own avocations as the
professor . Elizabeth, his Wife, has for 20 years been teaching
deaf children at Thayer Hospital how to lip read. His eldest son,
a Colby senior, is back fro work on an ice flow in Antarctica;
his second son is studying to be a doctor; a third son and a
daughter are not yet at college age .
Such is the man who may help bring clean air and clean water
back to Maine . If he succeeds, Koons will be a name long
remembered.
-BILL CALDWELL
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Pollutionaand? --- Choice Ahead
By DONALDSON KOONS
Ohm . Water Improvement Commission

1969 - will this year become a "Watershed" year in Maine ' s
fight against pollution?
This is the year in ~~ich the Legislature must act on a
new Air Pollution law . Further , this is the year in which ac 
celeration of the pollution abatement timetable authorized by
the l03rd Legislature must be scheduled , if the State is'to avoid
chaos in abatement fac1litie~ construction in 1973 . Now , while
the Legislature is considering abatement problems and while
national concern is aroused as a result of the Union Oil disaster,
is an appropriate time to examine Maine ' s situation and to l ook
ahead ..
If

Will Maine become ttPollutionland"1
how hard?

Or will we fight it?

SO t

We all know the rivers of Maine are polluted .
Approximately 300 miles of the Androsooggin , Kennebeo amd
Penobscot are so badly polluted they are unusable for anything
but sewage . Frequently , the sewage is so bad it constitutes a
public nuisance .
How bad is the pollution situation?
wh i c h c a us e it?

And what are the sources

The classification reports of the WAEIC (~~ater and Air
Environment Improvement Commission ) tell the story .
The pollution load on the Kenn bee , Androscoggin and Penob
scot riverS i expressed in poUnds of biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) , tota 1 , 047 , 000 pounds per day !
•

I

,

, Of this ; 1 , 600 t OOO pounds per day is industrial waste , and
47 , 0000 pounds per day is municipal waste .
These figures do not mean much to most of us without se e
explanation . What is one pound of B.O . D. ' per day? One pound of
B. O. D. per day is the amount of oxygen .
How much of the mess comes from Industry?
well it would take 9 , 600 , 000 people (nine times the popula
tion of a l 1 Maine) dumping all their waste into the rivers to
make a mess equivalent to that produced now by Industry .
How much comes from municipalities?
It would take 282,000 people to make as much waste as the
municipalities dwnp into the rivers .
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If the entire populati n of Maine - just about a-million
people - dumped all their waste into the three rivers , the total
BOD load would reach about 170,000 pounds a day . Today it reach
1,674,000 pound daily .
Where are we as a result? \l/e are at the point where a ma.jor
industry interested in coming to Maine ( G e are), and requiring
substantial amount
f clean water for its operatlons - on the
or<ier of 10- to 15 million gallons per day ... and emplo': ing 700 to
1500 people, no longer can be provided with an acceptable site
i Maine !
We are at the embarrassing pOint where an industry fro
another state , looking t Maine is surprised to find that pol
lutia controls it expected to install as a matter of course may
exoeed our requirements:
'ie are at the point where Ernest J . Bolduc Jr ., representing
the National €ouncil of Paper Industries at the December confer
ence at Colby, can say that Maine has the reputation in the paper
industry of being "the dirtiest state in the Union . "

We are at the pOint where several hundred miles of potential
recreational w ter-front property are unusable.
This is where we are . How did we get this way? We got here
allowing Industry to 'tax' the people through free removal
of i ~ s waste, at the expense of total loss of 300 miles of ur
rivers ,

by

What oan we do about this, in this "watershed" year?
First, we can enforce existing law. Enforcement, however ,
requires active upport from the public , the Attorney General ,
and the Courts ..
For example - when the limits of a discharge license have
bee exceeded by a factor of 10 , and an enforcement action is
begu by WAEIC , the necessity of this action must be accepted .
When a corporation has f ailed utterly to comply with any'of
the stipulations in its license. this license must be revoked,
rid the etien supported .
Enforcement is going to c at m ney - it will cost money on
the Arc at ok and Medomak Rivers and the Prestile Stream, as
well as on the
droscoggin, Kennebec , and Penobscot . We cann t
en! rce only in the other fellow's watershed .
Support of the kind required has usually been lacking fro
olle or all of the segments required . 'tWe will lose a payroll , 1
some t wn fathers ask . Will e1 Where will it go? For some
industry, Maine is the site of last resort - 'the dirtiest state
in the Un! "
If we d lose a payroll , is that payroll worth
k eping? What 1s a payroll Gf $300,000 against a return of
$500 ,000 from clam flats! now closed? A payroll of $5 ,000,000
against 60 miles of defi ad waterfront property?

Secon4 , we can build abatement f cilities
possible .

s rapidly as

I 1959 the lower Kennebec , below Waterville , barely made
class D - the lowest of the five classification levels . Thi
mea t the lower Kennebec was fit for little but the transoorta
t1en of waste .

What happened? Seven years later'industrial discharge had
increased by 5g,OOO pounds BOn-per day, five times the combined
municipal wastes of \vaterville, Wlnslo I , a.nd Augusta . The Ken
nebec stank . It was in a public nui ance condition, and all the
while industry was ' working on plans . ' .
In 1967, the l03rd Legislature established a timetable for
construction of abatement facilities .

Two dates in this schedule are especially i mport ant: the
beginning of construction by October of 1973, and the completion
of facilities by October of 1967.
In order to avoid the chaotic situation which would result
if all construction began'in 1973, and to reducethe i mpact of
rising construction costs, the Water Improveme t Commission i
presently holding hearings to see if it is pos ibIs to advance
the beginning of construction by a year or two . Such accelera
tion was wi ely authorized by the same l03rd Legislature .
Oppositio~ to this suggested
cceleration has , in some
quarters, been unbelieveable
One would think that the Commis
sion proposed to strike at t e roots of Motherhood undermine th
sanctity of the Home, and sabotage the Co titutionl What we
actually face 1s suggested by the response of Oxford Paper 00 pany
in the Androscoggin River basin .

'THE OXFORD PAPER COMPANY recounts a history, going back
1942, of efforts to 'clean the rivert.

t

If they ha.d been as ingenious in improving their manufactur
ing process over the same period) they would have been bankrupt
twent y years a go .
During this 27-year period they seem to have thought of
everything but the one process that would work - construction ' f
a treatment plant • . They have been able to expand the factory,
increa e production t make a substantial profit . But the ne
idea that would have helped in their proclaimed desire to clean
up the river - a treatment plant - has eluded them .
This same company, with. record of 27 years of failure,
is one of those th t say: "leave the job to us ; we know how t
handle it; give us timet"
In the name of the people of the State; to whom these river
belong and who could at one time enjoy them , we ask; "How much
time? Another quarter of a century?"
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The construotion job is not impossible . Great Northern
Paper on the Penobscot 1s well along in construction of its treat
ment facilities and expects comp1etl n in 1972 , four year ahead
of the timetable . All without orders from the Commission .
Kennebec Pulp & Paper , facing the financial problem of two com
munities wishing to form a Sanitary District, advanced the money
required for preliminary planning .
The job can be done, and without fanfare.
Further degradation of the streams can be prevented .
to do it , effective aotion is required now.

But.

DED is moving in that direction by holding the State re
quirements in front of prospective industrial developerst-(inei 
dent ally without tortured screams from the prospects;) MltlA is
helping by requiring that a portion of the loans which they
gUQrantee must be spent for construction of abatement facilities ,
These are positive actions by St ate agencjes , and more will
cert ainly follow ,
The final steps are up to the nublic , which can support
enforcement proceedings , support abatement construction programs
support legislators who are themselves committed to preservation
and improvement .,£ the en\fironment . Concerned voter , for ex
ample can actively support a proposed bond issue to provide $50
million in working capital . With this money, construction of
abatement facilit,ies can start without waiting for Washington
to release funds . Concerned voters can support the budget request
for more enforcement officers and inspectors in the Water Improve
ment Office; who can help stop the pollutres who are violating
existine laws . Concerned voters can a ct 1n their own Town Meet~
ings and City CounCil Hearings in support of pollution abatement .
Maine can have whatever sort of environment it wants , but
it had better want it soon; or it will have no choice t
March 23, 1969
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GOOD NEWS ON CLEAN UP
- Eight firms bordering the Aroostook River in Presque Isle,
CaribOU, Fort Fairfield Washburn are putting up $100 ,000 toward
planning a joint pollutIon abatement effort , expect their regional
abatement plan to be completed in 1973 .
Vahlsing is not part of the group.
-A Lewiston- Auburn Pollution Control Commission , comprising
several dozen firms, is ready to embark n jOint pollution abate 
ment efforts , awaiting only the release of federal fund .
- Great Northern Paper on the Penobs cot has a multi - million
dollar abatement plant under construction, expected to be com
pleted in 1972 .
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- In Winthrop-Manchester area , a new diversionary system
will a.bate pollution of Lake Annabessacook by channeling waste
into the Augusta treatment plant .
- The town of Oakland and Cascade W00lens have agreed on a
joint nati- pollution plant, waiting only federal funds .
at

- Scott Paper has announced it will spend $16-$20 millions
Mills; target date not till 1976 .

Winsl~w

Caption under cartoon of this same paper. "It turns my stomach
to see how we pollute the water - draw the drapes , please ft
April 5, 1969

A Whipping Boy

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial

For some unfathomable reason an article written by Donaldson
Koons , chairman of the Maine Water Improvement Commission , sought
to make Oxford Paper Co . of Rumford a whipping boy with reference
to the commissionts decision to see if it can speed up construc 
tion of water pollution abarement facilities . Somehow Koens has
decided it is up to Oxford Paper to shift from the schedule estab
lished for the company and Androscoggin River valley communities
to have such facilities in operation by 1976 to a schedule calling
for completion by 1973 .
Koons related his views at length in a March 23 article
appearing in the Maine Sunday Telegram. What stood out expecially
was his vigorous assualt against Oxford Paper Co . Yet on this
same page , while Oxford was being condemned for tailing'to go
along with the earlier date for constructing facilities ! the town
of Oakland and Cascade Woolens were commended for agreelng on a
joint anti - pollution project , waiting only en federal funds , and
Scott Paper was praised for announcing plans at Winslow Mills
that would be completed in 1976 .
We consider the outright attack upon Oxford Paper unjust,
and we were among the company ' s most caustic critics back in the
early 1940 ' s when the firm definitely sought to po~tpone doing
anythi.ng "ad infinitum . " But now Oxford and the town of Rumford
have joined to meet the various steps in the origina.l timetable
set up by the Maine legislature for pollution aba.tement along
the Androscoggin . This timetable also was acceptable to the
federal government . As a matter of fact , federal funds have not
been available at the rate planned , so pollution abatement pro
ject s have been delayed allover the nation .
The fact is the Water Improvement Commission suddenly let
Oxford Paper Co . in on'the secret that the ground rules ha.d been
changed . Oddly enough , the rules change was decided even though
it does not conform with the regulations set up in the act of
the Maine legislature . This is highly confusing .
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Also the WIC officials, while admitting a lack of federal
funds , seem on the basis of Koons' statement to expect Oxford
Paper Co . and the town of Rumford to speed up construction of
facilities , even though this presumably would require extensive
borrowing of money at a time when interest rates are the highest
in U. S. history.
Certainly no one wishes pollutjon abatement along the Andros 
coggin River more than do the people who live in the valley .
But it is our convtction Oxford Paper Co . and the town of Rumford
have acted in good faith in planning their attack on pollution
in accordance with the l03rd Legislature's enactment of a law
calling for a specific time schedule to achieve a C classifica
tion for the Androscoggin . We think Koons was most unjust in
his criticism of the company ,
April 1$ , 1969
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AIR POLLUTION PROBLEM CALLED SERIOUS IN MAINE
AUGUSTA(AP) - A University of Maine professor of civil
engineering told the legislature ' s Natural Resources Committee
Thursday that a "serious air pollution problem exists in cer
tain local areas of Maine . "
Dr . Franklin Woodard said that unless preventive action is
taken now , "these problems will become Ulore-severe . "
He spoke for a bill that would put an air pollution law in
Maine statutes , a law not now on the books .
It would establish air quality regions, ambient air quality
standards and emmission standards .
Wooda.rd cited inadequate treatment methods , poor location
of industrial sites with respect to prevailing weather' conditions
and a lack of conoern on the part of elected officials , private
citizens and industry as major factors contributing to air pol
lution at scattered parts of the state .
Woodard singled out Rociland , Rumford, Old Town , Augusta,
Auburn and the Portland area as major air pollution offenders .
Prof . Orl ndo Delogn of Portland, said the law "will provide
a framework for the state to deal with the problem . It ' s im
portant to link together the research t monitor and enforcement
function . "
He said this proposal which he drafted would bring Maine
into line with the regulations of the Federai Water Pollution
Control Administration .
Dr . Marian Moulton , president of the Maine TB and Health
Associatton , said we have "created forces tha.t could eventually
strangle our civilization."

Dr. Otis J . Sproul, U. of M. professor involved in an air
pollution study two years ago, said he lays the "unease Maine
people feel" about the Trenton aluminum smelting plant and zone
to a belief that the state cannot cope with air pollution .
,

,

Dr . Erwin Douglas, also of the U. of M., said that industry
isn't likely to do anything about air pollution unless "it becomes
a legal necessity . "
A League of 1'loman Voters spokesman, Mrs . John B. Dimond of
Orono, added that proper controls "will not keep out any sound
business, since its employes will benefit as much as the rest of
us • • • ,. . "

L0yal Sewall of Portland, representing the Scott Paper Co .,
proposed a number of revisions in the document.
"This bill looks to me like a sociological study of the prob.
lem; I don't think it's legislation,n Sewall said.
He dded that with revisions "this co uld be a workable law
and something the polluters could live with, 60 long as you leave
so e legislative control . "
The committee heard Sen . Carlton D. Reed, Jr., D-Woolwich,
speak for a bill that would, practically speakine. revamp the
Water and Air Env ronmerttil Improvement Commission.
It would ~rQP membership from 11 to 5 persons representing
conservation , manufacturing , muniCipal and public interests and
have a full-time executive di rector.
The new commission would have the power to grant planning
and development funds where needed.
Edward Keefe of Bangor and Serald Amaro of Portland, both
lawyers representing paper firms. presented changes . Keefe said
the present laws would be all right if "they were vigorously
enforced . "
A third proposal heard by the committee would establish five
new classifications for tidal or m rine waters, 'a proposal that
met resistance from Robert Marden of ,\'iaterville , lobbyist for the
Central Maine Power Co •• which 1s building an atomic power plant
in Wiscasset .
April 22 , 1969
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BOSTON FIffi4 WILL
BRING ~ODEL HERE
Plans for Treatment Plant
To Be Aired at Thurs . Meeting
By Richard Kisonak

Muni cipal officials find out Thursday afternoon what the
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Lewiston-Auburn sewage treatment plant J a big $4 . 5 milli0n struc 
ture, will look like .
Representatives of Camp, Dresser and McKee , a Boston engin
eering - consulting firm which was hired last year to design the
treatment plant will meet with the L- A Water Pollution Control
Authority and will bring a model of the plant with them .
The meeting will beat 2 p . m. at the Public Works Department
office in Lewiston it was announced Monday night by FWD Director
William R. Adams at a business meeting of the Public Works Board .

By 1976
Adams said the Camp, Dresser and McKee people, in addition
to exhibiting the model of the structure , will discuss its interior
design and functions .
The current timetable on the treatment plant calls for a
start of operations by 1976 but there is federal-state pressure
to have municipal pollution control programs in operation at an
earlier date . The treatme nt plant , fed by sewage interceptor
lines, will serve both cities .
Plans are to construct it on land off the River Road in
Lewiston near the firemen's training gr unds .
Several city officials are expected to attend the Thursday
briefing .
Apri l 22 , 1969
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Governor Pushes Gov 1 t Hike Role
in Water Program

AUGUSTA ( AP ) - Maine 's chief executive t-1onday said he will
"raise my voice on every occassion" to emphasize that water
resources demand a far higher priority fro the federal government
than they have now.
"In dealing with our water'resources , a federal - state part
nership is absolutely necessary , " Gov . Curtis told a meeting ot
the New England River Basins Commission here .
"If I have been critical of the Federal input of funds into
a water pollution program it is because I quarrel with the lack
of financial resources made available, not with the concept of
a working partnership , " Curtis said .

"Since it was the voices of the seven governors that called
the New England River Basins Commission into existence , I earne tly
hope that our voices will again be heard in asking for aid for
New England 's t"later problems , n observed Curtis who 1s state co
chairman of the New England Regional Conunission and chairman of
the New England Governors Conference .
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The River Basins Commission , comprised of state and federal
officials concerned with water resources in New England and New
York state , also met with Charles L. Boothby , executive secretary
of th e Haine Soil and \'later Conservati on Commission and other
state officials to develop programs for water pollution abatement .
April 2S . 1969
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Vlastewater Treatment Plant
for L-A in Final Design

Detailed design ofa $5 million wastewater treatnent
for Lewiston and Auburn is now under way in the wake of a
held recently between the Lewiston 4 Auburn Water Pollution
Board and the consulting engineers , Camp , Dresser & l(cKee
Boston .

plant
meeting
Control
of

The board gave the go-ahead to the engineers after reviewing
design crl.teria and architectural sketches of the plant which is
being designed to meet new federal and state water pollution
abatement requirements on wastewater discharge to the Androscoggin
River .
Using the activated sludge process to tre at sewage and indus 
trial wastes from both cities , the plant will be sized to meet
their needs to the year 1990, with provisions for easy expansion
to serve an addttion:ll 30 years .
The 14 million gallon per day plant , located on the Lewiston
side of the Androscoggin, will feature two concrete buildings of
contemporary architecture facing the two sponsoring cities . One
is a single- story administration and service building. the other
a two-story treat~ent building for pumping and process equipment .
One striking aspect of the buildings will be their wide expanse
of glass t designed to make as li e;ht and pleasant a '''lorking
environment as possible . Treatnent facilities will include those
for grit removal , primary and ' final settling , biological oxida
tion to remove organic matter, and chlorination .
The engineers expect the design drawings and specifications
to be completed by the end of the year , and construction - pending
availability of federAl assistance funds - to be started in 1970 .
l<1ay

23 , 1969
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Rain Causes Flooding at
Androscoggin Headwaters

RANGELEY - Heavy rain during the past several days has caused a
bridge "Tashout and floodin p in the area of the extreme headwaters
of the Androscoggin River .
According-to officials , guests at Grant ' s Camps, on the
Kennebego Lake , are stranded due to a bridge washout on Route 16
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and water covering 50 feet of the road .
Several thousand cords of pulp wood on the river drive on
the south branch of Dead River between Rangeley and Stratton. is
reportedly spread out through the wood due to the high water .
According'to reports when it started raining in the area ,
Saturday night , two t~ four feet of snow covered the ground in
the woods .
BERLIN , N. H. - \Vith the continuous rain of the beginning of the
week the Androscoggin River at Berlin has swelled at nearly to
flood point , but'with the clearing weather it seems as if things
should level off . says Roland Fickett , Brown Company official .
'''There seems to be no major problems of flooding at this
time , " said Fickett , and added that there'had been a bit of high
water on Watson Street, Wednesday morning , that caused the evacua
tion of one family .
The water flow on the Androscoggjn River at Berlin was 15 , 000
cubic feet per second , Thursday , he s' id , a little lower than
flood stage , which is pegged at lS , OOO efs .

"We are lucky the rains came after the snow melted , " said
Fickett . He added that the high water although not at flood stage
had all the same resulted in minor problems , slowing down the '
Brown Company operations , Wednesday, due te debris filled water ,
but conditions were better Thursday .

The lower regions of Glen Avenue saw the overspilling ef the
Androscoggin banks but not enough to~use any inconvenience for
traffic rer uting .

May 23 , 1969
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Bernard Waste Treatment
Employes Bill Is Signed

AUGUSTA
Governor Curtis has signed an Auburn lawmaker ' s bill
which requires certain employes of waste treatment plants to be
licensed by the Water and Air Environmental Commission.

Sen . Donald J . Bernard , D. Auburn , the sponsor , said Thursday
it is "an important step in the field of pollution a tement . "
Employes of both ublic and private sewerage'treatment plants
will be affected by the legislation . Its purpose , Bernard said ,
1s to be able to place responsibility in cases where something
goes wrong and causes a pollution problem in any particular oity
or town .

"This is a critical area n added Bernard "and certainly
there ' s a need for something iike this . It t ll also benefit the
sportsmen . "
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Employes in responsible waste treatment plant posts . such
as those controlling discharge of treated water, are the ones
covered by the legislation . There have been instances in the
state , Bernard said , where increased pollution has resulted from
improper operation of a system .
"We don ' t want a guy operating a system if hets apt to get
careless'and let the stuff overflow on discharge and cause these
problems," he said .

May 28 ; 1969
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950 , 000,000 Sought
l~ . POLLUTION EFFORTS
RIDE ON BIG BOND ISSUE

AUGUSTA (AP) - The future of Maine t s municipal water pollution
abatement programs rides with a proposed $50 million bond issue
n~ pending before the legislature , the state ' s chief clean- up
officer said Tuesday .
Unless the issue is approved and ratified by the voters , the
financing of local sewage treatment facilities will suffer a
severe setback , according to Raeburn W. r~acDonald , chief engineer
for the Water and Air Environmental Improvement Commission .
The proposed legislation would allow the commission to ad
vance the federal share of local projects and then collect the
money as congress makes it available . The bill has been given
all but final Senate approval and will be cQming up for House
consideration this week .
The last legislature in 196a alleeated $3 . 5 million from a
previous issue for the same purpose . MacDonald reports the last
$f this money is now being allocated to the city of Saoo .
When the new fiscal year begins July 1 , MacDonald predicts
the construction of local pollution abatement facilities will be
about $1 . 6 million behind schedule .
"And we will keep going behind faster and faster as the
difference between federal authorization and funding grows along
with construction costs . "
MacDonald contends the bond issue will help alleviate the
problem and should put Maine close to the 1976 target date for
oompletion of its 10-year clean- up project .
At present , only two local projects are behind the deadlines
established under the pollution abatement program .
Maine ' s primary problem is that Congress has failed to keep
up with the original guidelines established for distributing water
clean- up funds to states .
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During the four year period 1967-7l! the original authorizati0n
called for the allocation of $200 . 9 m1l11on to Maine . During the
first two discal years the state receIved only $1.6 million each
year, with the same amount earmarked for the third year which
opens in July.
-The federal government will pay 50 per cent of a local pro
ject, with the state kicking in 30 per cent . A five per cent
bonus is available to communities which are working under a regional
planning commission or in a multi- municipality project .
One factor which is troubling the clean-up program is rapidly
rising construction costs . MacDonald reports the original cost
figures used in municipal plans as drawn by counsulting engineers
have to be revised because the costs are jumping at the rate ot
about one per cent a month .
MacDonald says a new development in interpreting federal
funding laws is also changing the picture . During the past few
months . national officials have ruled that industries may join
in a muniCipal abatement project and receive the same fede ral
aid as the communities .

As a result he says many Maine industries have indicated
they will now join with their local governments rather than at
tempting to finance treatment facilities on their own ,
Although this is good for the clean-up program, it's bad
for fi~ances because local projects increase in size and require
more funds .
Since the clean-up program began in 1966, MacDonald says
there are several areas which have shown great improvement .
They include the Mousam River which winds through York County,
with treatment plant s located at Sanford and Kennebunk .
The 3aco River has only the Saco municipal project remain
ing before it will be almost ftproblem free . " The Saco project
will include treatment in industrial wastes from the Factory
Island industrial complex.
MacDonald also notes some i!nprovement in th e Penobscot J
Kennebec and Aroostook rivers.
There are now 32 municipal treatment plants and just under
a dozen major private sewage treatment facilities in Maine .
When the clean- up project ends, there should be 95 muniCipal
pla.nts and about 25 la.rge private facilities "on the line . "

May 28, 1969
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u.s.

to Toughen Effort to
Curb Water Pollution

WASHINGTON (AP) - Industries wondering whether the new

administration will be tough or easy on water pollution got an
official answer Tuesday : "It t s going to be tough . "
The policy statement came from David D. Dominick , new com- '
missioner of the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration ,
in a speech to a United States Chamber of Commerce luncheon .
Dominick said a private pollution consultant had told him
business was slow , bec~use industries were waJting to see whether
the Nixon administration would let the delay major investments
for water treatment .
"This is disturbing , " said the slender , bespectacled 32
year-old Dominick .
"I want to make this clear , " he said , "there is going to be
no slowdown , no backdown in the drive to clean up water in this
country . "
He said industry must clean up its WB.ste water at the same
time municipalities do, under recently approved state quality
standards .

He urged industry to "take full cognizance of the fact that
it ' s going to have to clean up , and develop techniques to clean
up . "
Industry is doing a good j b in this regard! he added , wit h
anti - pollution . investment "running about as predicted . "
But if it lags ; he told his business-oriented audience in
answer to questi ons, ttThe enforcement technique \<lould be the
avenue that we would most obviously use . "
He said the administration ' s stand is "going to be just as
tough as the law and technology will allow. "
Dominick also indicated that he expected all states whic h
have not yet adopted standard to protect existing high quality
waters to go along with this principle soon . Just over half the
states have alreadymopted the so- called rtnon-degredation
standard" developed by former Secretary of the Interior Stewart
L. Udall .
Dominick , not long out of Yale University the University .
of Colorado Law School and the office of Sen . Clifford P, Hansen ,
R- Wyo ., whom he served for two years as legislative assistant ,
confessed , "I am as green as grass to the water pollution field .
However h we have been through two months of very vigorous break
ing in .
May 28 , 1969
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MILLS IN TROUBLE AGAIN
AS GREATER PRODUCTION
POLLUTES ANDROSCOGGIN
RUI·~RD - Paper mills operating along the Androscoggin
River are in trouble ' ag~in with the pollution problem due to
production increases, according to the current issue of The
OxfGrd Log published for employes of Oxford Paper Co . An
effluent treatment plant is needed here to treat such pollution
and to insure river water quality is not degraded below that
allowed by legal classification .

The complete article by Stuart R. Cooper , Oxford's pollu
tion abatement director , follows :
Anybody who keeps up with the news via newspapers television
magazines or radio knows that water oollution is one of the major
problems in the country today . I suspect that anybody who works
for Oxford Paper Company knows that pollution abatement is one
of our biggest problems , Let ' s take a closer look at the problem
as it applies to our Rumford operation .
800 Tons Daily
Each day the Rumford mill produces 800 tons of quality paper
for publishers , printers , and converters throughout the country
and at the srun~ time produces 100 tons of waste that is disposed
of by discharge into the Androscoggin River .
The Androscoggin River is large . It flows 100 miles through
New Hampshire and Maine and is fed by a drainage area of 3 , 470
square miles . It has the capacity to accept wastes fro many
to\~S and industries .
However , there are limitations to the
volume of waste that it can remove .
When Oxford started producing paper in Rumford at the turn
of the century no pollution problems existed because the com
munities and industries along the river were relatively small .
Then , as we all know , the population explosion of this century
brought increasing demands for paper and as a result the towns
and mills along the Androscoggin grew in size .
During the late 1930 ' s the combined wastes from these
sources began to exceed the capacity of the river to carry them
away . The river showed its over- load problem by giving off foul
odors such as that of hydrogen sulphide gas and by exposing un
sightly sludge banks durin~ low water flow in the summer months .
In 1942 , Oxford , International Paper Company and Brown
Company joined forces to form the Androscoggin River Technical
Committee to work out solutions to the pollution problem .
Legal action by citizens of Auburn , Maine , in 1947 caused
the Maine Supreme Court to set up a system of sulfite pulp pro
duction limits during the summer months so as to control the
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nuisance conditions in the river . The C0urt appointed Dr . Walter
A. Lawrance , a Bates College chemistry professor! to the position
of River Master and gave him the power to set su fite pulp pro
duction quotas at the three major paper mills .
Many Oxford employes will remember that during the summer
months in these years, Oxford ran its two sulfite pulp mills i.
alternate weeks and the one mill th~t was operated ran at less
than full capacity . It was necessary to dry pulp in the winter
and spring months and then slush it during the summer months s
as to keep paper machines operating . This meant a big increase
in production costs . At the same time lagoons were built at the
three paper mills on the river for the storage of spent sulfite
liquor during the summer . The remains of an unsuccessful lagoon
can be seen in Rumford below the old dump area . Other lagoons
at Livermore Falls and Berlin were used successfully.
In
nitrate
control
nitrate

addition to these steps to control pollution, lime and
were added to the river above the city of ' Lewiston to
odor emmission , From 1945 to 1959 some 6,694 tons of
was used in a program that cost more than $500,000 .

The next step was the elimination of sulphite pulping . By
co ~panies converted all their sulfite pulp
mills to kraft pulp mills . This reduced pollution from pulping
operations by about 90 ner cent . The pollution problem now
appeared to be wj.thin controllable limits . However, production
increases at Oxford, International Paper Company and Brown Company
have wiped out _part of the gains made by the conversion to kraft
pulping . In short , we are in trouble again with the pollution
problem .

1960 the three paper

Also , in recent years the tolerance that the publiC , you
and I , have for nuisance conditions of all types has decreased .
What Has Oxford Done Since 19601
Since the conversion of the sulfite mills to kraft pulping ,
we have been reducing our sewer losses by improving our equipment
and operating techniques . Chemical recovery in the kraft mill
was increased to 94 per cent , which is one of the best in the
paper industry . Recently, due to high volume production and the
aging of equipment the recovery figure has been 90 to 91 per cent .
Water usage was also reduced from a peak flow of 46 to )8
million gQllons per day . This was a reduction of 21 per cent
and water usage is being reduced further through improved reuse
systems .
Installation of our groundwood reject refiner, a central .
broke system , new retention aid systems for the paper machines ,
savealls on No . 10 and No . 12 Paper Machines , a knot recovery
system and other improvements have reduced our solid losses to
the river by more than 30 tons a day . The water reuse systems
in our bleach plants and in our new softwood room are among the
most efficient in the industry .
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In our pulp mills , the loss of black liquor can c ause a
major increa se in pollution , A serious loss during June or July
could cause river problems for the remainder of the summer .
White liquor and green liquor spills can also create problems .
Thus the abilities and skills of operating personnel in these
areas are necessary to prevent polluting accidents .
In other areas , contaminated bro~e , an unusable bath f
color, a party full machine chest at the end of an order run,
and other mist akes , can lead to solid losses going to the river,
losses that should not happen .
Plant Needed
Our pulp and papermaking processes at Rumford will continue
to cause substantial pollution even when operations are at peak
efficiency. An effluent treatment plant is needed to treat such
pollution and to insure that we do not degrade river w~ter quality
below legal classification.
Oxford has plans for such a treatment plant , The town of
Rumford has been asked to build this plant . The reason is that
Rumford is eligible for up to ~5 per cent Federal and State con
struction aid funds . Oxford pro?oses to pay its fair share of
the remaining 15 per cent and its portion of annual operating
costs .
The preliminary plan for the municipal and industrial sections
of the effluent treatment plant-have been prepared by the town's
consultants, Whitman and Howard, and are on file at the State
capitol. Final planning has been delayed by lack of Federal aid
funds . If aid becomes available , -the required treatment facilities
can be completed prior to Oct . 1 ., 1976 , a date set by law in
the 1967 Maine Legislature .
The magnitude of Oxford ' s pollution problem is shown by the
cost of its solution; which is a $6 , 000 , 000 treatment plant that
will cost about $300,000 a year to operate . Such costs will affect
Oxford ' s capital improvement program and"will also affect opera"
ting profits . To mini~ize these effects, the plans for the effluent
treatment plant have been carefully drawn and are being continually
reviewed so as to assure the most economical use of capital and
operating funds .
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Aerating the Androscoggin River

Pumping of air into the Androscoggin River water above Gulf
Island dam will begin early next month in the latest experiment
to prevent odor from the polluted water . Such a program is an
other palliative , but it will be a welcome move as the days get
warmer .
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The Andros coggin River Technical Committee , under the chair
manship of Dr . Walter A. Lawrance, professor emeritus of chemistry
at Bates College, recommended the new step to improve the river
water .' Three aerators have been purchased at an estimated cost
of $gO , OOO, and will be put into service . The expense involved
is borne by the three major pulp and paper companies on the river ,
the Brown Co , of Berlin, N. H. ; Oxford Paper Co " Rumford; and
International Paper Co ., Jay . The objective of the aerating pro
gram is to improve water condttions until such time as treatment
plant handle the municipal and industria l "vaste still going into
the waters .
If towns and cities along the Androscoggin had done as much
to reduce their pollution in the past quarter oentury as the pulp
and paper industry , the river clean- up would be complete today .
When the stench from the river caused a public uproar in the
early 1940s, the state determined th ~ t sulphite liquor waste
from the paper mills was the chjef pollutant, by f a r . There
followed a court-ordered program of 1imitation'of waste during
the warm months of the yea r . At the same time, the mills under
took extensive research to reduce pollution, then converted to
the sulphate process of making paper , doing away with sulphite
liquor waste.
Today , the river remains far from pure , despite the fact
that there is no sulphite 'W'aste being dumped into it . r·(unicipal
sewage has increased, with the growth in population .
Such waste
now forms the major portion of pollution . The sewage treatment
program unde~lay along the river, arlded to the continuing program
of the paper industry, means that the successful and of the long
battle now is in sight .
r~i1lionR of dollars have been spent by the paper companies
in the process of reducing the pollution of the river . r-1ore
millions will have to be spent by the municipalities to take care
of the sewage problem . The investment will prove worthwhile in
the long run , since it will restore the Androscoggin to the stat us
ef a beautiful river , rather than an open sewer .
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RIVER POLLUTION

To the Editor :
I would
cities along
pollution in
industry the
May 29 .

like to challenge your statement "if to\'lllS and
the Androscoggin had done as much to reduce their
the past qua rter century as the pulp and paper
river clean-up would be complete , " in The Sun

You imply that only the towns and cities are polluting the
river and -that industry is not polluting at all . If this were
so , Brown, Ox, rj and International would not be spending any
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money for an experimental aeration system on the river .
That smell coming over the falls is not from towns above
Lewiston and Auburn , but from the paper mills . The all-American
city of Auburn is tainted with a Brown Oxford International smell
and the river becomes more and more like the Presumpscot .
Albert K. gurch
4 Hildret h St .

Auburn
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Environmental Agency Plan

That environmental concern bubbling up in Congress may pro
duce concrete action now th~t President Nixon has bestowed his
backhanded blessing. At least, there now appears hope that the
needed central direction has a chance of being established in the
vital struggle against air and water pollution.
The President recently passed the word he no longer opposes
Sen . Harry M. Jackson ' s proposal to create a full-time body of
\'lhite House advisors on environmental problems, and the adminis 
tration also indicated it would favor a congressional declara
tion of a national environmental policy. This would be beneficial
since it would provide federal agencies with a broad guideline
to follow instead of the separate paths they now take .
Going a step further , President Nixon establi~hed an inter
agency body, to be headed by his science advisor, Dr. Lee A.
DuBridge, on environmental quality control . Senator Jackson sees
no conflict between this group and his proposed council , which
would be siGlilar to the Council of Economic AdVisors, Withdrawal
of the administration ' s opposition to a council means it would
be willing to recommend funds and a starf for it . Money would
be necessary to make it effective .
Two other senators, Clifford P. Case and Frank E. Moss ,
have a bill that goes far beyond that of Senator Jackson or the
similar House measure introduced by Rep. James J . Howard . They
propose abolition of the Department of the Interior and the trans 
fer of its conservation and recreation functions to a new depart
ment of conservation and environment . Such a move has merit and
should not be shunted aside without careful study.
Congress may not yet be ready to tackle our envjronmenta1
pollution with such strong purpose as Senators Case and Moss
propose . The time , however, must not be pushed too far into the
future regardless of the pressure from industrial lobbyists .
No Congress can legislate inst~nt clean air or pure water . The
clean- up , as we knOll full \l/el1 by living on the banks of the
Androscoggin River , requires years .
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What Congress can do instantly is to tackle our environmental
problems with more gusto . It can set up by legj.slative action
some type of overall direction and it can establish controls
that prevent additional pollution . Conservation scientists
believe we can reach the point where the national health may be
endangered .
June 26, 1969
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Curtis Signs Bill
Revising Pollution Law

AUGUSTA (AP ) - Gov . Curtis signed into law Wednesday several bills
including one revising the state's water and air esvironrnental
improvement laws and another dealing with poor debtors .
Curtis said in a statement that he signed the pollution
standards revision bill "with a definite reluctance . "
"In my opinion , " he said . "it is not strong enough . "
The bill changes the name of the Water and Air Environmental
Improvement Commission to the "less cumbersome EnVironmental Improv
ement Commission , " the governor said .
Curtis said he was able to sign the measure because it con
tained enough beneficial features such as the establishment of bac 
teria and acidity levels to conform to federal standards and to
delegate to the Commission the power to regulate oil spills in
our waters and to oollect damages for the cleanup of such spillage .
Curtis said that legislative deletions of specific tempera
ture controls for the regulation of thermal pollution was "a de..
ficiency that will have to be redressed at the earliest possible
opportunity . "
"Temperature , " he said . "is recognized as a critical factor
by biOlogistst'yet because of the deletion of temperature controls
from this bil t the Commission will be prevented from acting to
alleviate the damage from thermal pollution'until that damage ,
which possibly will cause irreversible harm , occurs,
"\.vith one atomic power plant already being built in Maine
(at Wiscasset) , " the governor continued , "this deletion of temper
ature limitations must be rectified . "
Curtis said he was "pleased" • •• • • • .•••.•
June 28 , 1969
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New Pollution Controls

Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis has signed an anti-pollution law
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which he termed
opportunity for
lution ~
It was
it is better to

"not strong enought't but which he said would offer
improvement in the state ' s ability to battle po1 
wise of the Governor to sign the measure , since
make some progress than none at all .

Under the new legislation revision of the water and air
pollution laws includes the setting up of such basic requirements
as bacteria and acidity levels . The state comm ission in charge
of seeing to it that laws are lived up to will have control over
oil spills in ~laine waters.
Curtis was unhappiest over the failure of the measure to
call for specific temperature controls for the regulation of
thermal pollution , He termed this "a deficiency that will have
to be redressed at the earliest possible opportunity . " The major
concern about thermal pollution involves nuclear power plants such
as the one being constructed at Wiscasset . While we agree that
some maximum range of temperature change presumably should be a
part of an anti-pollution law , we suspect more about the effects
of temperature shifts in the water will be known when Maine 's
next such law is written .
One worthwhile accomplishment was changing the name of the
Water and Air Environment Commission to the Environmental Improve
ment Commission . Even this shorter title is going to be a "dilly"
for the headline writers . Of course it will be shortened to ErC .

Lewiston Daily Sun

June 30, 1969
SBA ANNOUNCES NEW APPROACH

TO WATER POLLUTION

The State Biologist ASSOCiation , headed by a Bates College
faculty member, announced Sunday a new approach to its strong
stand against water pollution.
SBA Chairman Robert M. Chute of Bates College said the
group will conduct a balladeer ' s contest into which ballad authors
are invited to enter.
Chute said a panel of judges from Maine schools will be
recruited, and that the winner of t he contest will receive a
certificate of commendation and 100 copies of his ballad in print .
July 7, 1969

Lewiston Evening Journal
Curtis to Seek Support In
Obtaining Additional
Pollution Abatement Funds

SCARBOROUGH (AP) - Gov . Curtis plans to ask the New England
Governors ' Conference for support in obtaining additional federal
funds for pollution abatement .
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Curtis will introduce a resolution when t he governors of
the six New England states gather here Wednesday for the start
of their two- day summer meeting.
A spokesman for Curtis, who is chairman of the conference ,
said the gap between funds authorized and money actually spent
"grows wider each year."
The governors will meet Thursday afternoon, as members of
the New England Regional CommiSSion, to draw up a six-state develop
ment plan for submission to the U.S . Department of Commerce .
Peter Bradford of Wiscasset, regional commission coordinator
said the plan will deal with matters ' of common interest to the .
states, such as vocational eduoation, housing, pollution control,
transportation and education .
Expected to attend the sessions are Gov . Curtis, Walter
Petersen of New Hampshire, Deane C. Davis of Vermont , Francis H.
Sargent of Massachusetts, Frank Licht of Rhode Island and Jam
Dempsey of Connecticut .
July 16, 1969
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AT THE RATE OF $gO,OOO DOWN, $900 A MONTH
Paper Mills Fight Their Own Pollution
By POLLY HAAS
The paper mills which cause much of the pollution of the
Androscoggin River are fighting that pollution with science ,
and cash.
The latest anti-pollution measure , underway at Gulf Island
Dam; Lewiston, carried a price tag which read ft~gO,OOO down , and
$900 a month . "
Three 50-horse power motors churning up the river water in
great splays of foam at the top of Gulf Island Dam are owned by
the Brown Company of Berlin , N. H., the Oxford Paper Company of
Rumford , and the International Paper Company of Jay .
The companies have turned the anti-pollution project over
to the Androscoggin River Technical Committee , a group made up
of their own people .
On Pontoons
The
float on
spinning
churn up

project consists of three propellor- driven aerators that
pontoons, just above the dam . The foot-thick propellors,
two and a half feet below the surface of the river,
the water, and "pound" air into it .

Oxygen in the water increases the purification process ,
oxidizing impurities and turning them into harmless substances ,
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according to noted Lew1.ston chemist , Dr. Walter A. Lawrance .
Oxidation is nature ' s own process , he says , and the aerators
are "forcing things . "
Dr . Lawrance , retired Bates College chemistry professor ,
stops at Gulf Island once a day to check progress. He is chair
man of the Androscoggin River Technical Committee and adminis
trater of the Maine Supreme Court decree of 1947 that controls
industrial pollution of the river.
Modest I mprovement
Dr . Lawrance expects the aerator project to make a "modest"
improvement .
"It won't cure everything; we don ' t expect it tO t " he com
mented . Although it is too soon to say, he remarked, results
of water analyses that are made every day to test for oxygen
content give cause for hope .
Aerators have never been used before on a flowing stream .
but have been restricted to retention lagoons .
At Gulf Island, they float on pontoons filled with oil and
styro foam, anchored by cables from two directions . A big log
boom stretches out in a V shape to keep the river clean of stray
lumber and other miscellany .
The foamy , church up. and aerated water flows into three
twin gates , somewhat improved - though not all the water can be
reached - for the air bubbles .
The aerators, which have been running since ~1 onday , July 7
and are the result of a year's discussion , are only temporary ,
They will operate from June to September for the next three or
four years , and by then Dr. La",rrance looks for a different sort
of anti- pollution measure .
Already , Interna tional Paper has moved to put in treatment
plants right at the mill , and active plans are being made at the
other two companies for their own corrective devices .
The firms , Dr . Lawrance says, have been "very enthusiastic
in their cooperation and would like to see everything cleared up . "
But they face a financial burden of millions of dollars and the
problem of whether to handle city waste along with industrial
waste .
The treatment plans that they are planning consist of two
stages - primary treatment to remove suspended solids and secondary
treatment to remove solluble organic matter from the effluent
of the primary by means of bacteria . The aerators now in use
will be part of that secondary process .

Meanwhile the firms have stopped polluting the river with
"strong" wastes , although they are still dumping hi ghly-diluted
wastes which are not economical to burn ,
Ironically , the solution of the water pollution problem
only heightens the problem of air pollution , If strong wastes
don ' t go to the river, their smoke and ashes pollute the air .
"The art of treating 'stack gases t is very primitive , " said
Dr, Lawrance , "But a great deal of progress is being made , In
a few years they 'll be able to solve this problem , "
Caption under picture on first page , POUNDING AIR INTO WATER 
Speeding up the process of nature called oxidation , three
aerators at Gulf Island Darn are churning up the river water to
get more oxygen into it .
Testing the effectiveness of the anti-pollution project
are Carlton E. rJIorrill and Dennis C, Sweetser , seen in the boat
at right , Dr . \valter Lawrance , standing at the railing at the
top of the dam , points to the tricky cable attachments that
anchor the areators between the darn ) Gulf Island at the left,
and the shoreline at right .
Caption under picture on second page. POWER FOR THE POLLUTION
FIGHT.- Dr, Walter Lawrance! chairman of the Androscoggin River
Technical Committee, which 1s running the Gulf Island Dam
aerators , is seen with the "power starters" for the three 50
horsepower machines . At right is a fourth generator , which
belongs to another project ~ still in the making.

"
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Androscoggin River Isntt
th Rascal It Ueed to Be

It wasn't too many years ago that the rambling Androscoggin
River would hav · d riven us right out ot town on these hot. humid
days. besides pe ling tb paint otr the sides ot houses with it
heavily ortensive, polluted odor.
The river a smelling a bit Friday, yet it was nothing
l1ke the old daye.
"It's in reasonably good condi tlon. tt Dr. v/alter A. Lawrance
of Lewiston said Friday, Dr. Lawrance is the court-appointed
rivermaster and he keeps a close check on Big Andy,

·Wetve had little diftioulty with it so tar, but When the
temperature rises
wonder what might happen." Dr. Lawrance
8a1d. "So tarl with one or two co ptlons, 1t has been reason.
ably good cond tlon."

w.

The paper 11s long the riv r ha e purchased three special
propeller driven aerators now being us d at Gulf Island Dam a8
a p~lticat1on measure. The aerators churn up the water and
pound air into 1t.
It is a little too soon to judge their etfectiveness, said
Dr. Lawrance. .
"Wetll probably have to wait a month or a.x .eka betore .e
get an idea on just howetfectlv they are. ft

Not since 1960 has nitrate be dumped into the riv r as a pur
ification devi... At the present time nothing 1s being added to
the water, axe p~tor the aerator operation.

Less waste 1. being discharged into the river now. Betore
the mills ohanged from the 8ult1~ to the kraft process there
was no way to utl11ae the waste except to dump 1t into the river.
Now it 18 different.
With the kraft ,roces8 the concentrated. waste Is bumed but

diluted waste w hloh it ian' t economical to burn and
Theae diluted wa t s will also be
treated when tbe treatment plants are construct d.

there 18

80me

this goes into the river.

WWe'v still got a long way to go," Dr. Lawrance noted,
"but given tim. t patience and plenty or money eventually we will
be able to make considerable more improvement than wetve had in
the paat."
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Androscoggin River to Have
Limited Recreation Value

The main at m of the Androscoggin River will "have limited
forseeable use as a recreational facility , " according to a
Maine Resources Planning report prepared by the Edward C. Jordan
Co. Inc •• consulting engineers and planners.
The river will. in all likelihood "continue to be used for
industrial water supply, power generation and disposal of waste
products,W according to the report.
The report, prepared for the State Planning Office is
designed to provide a guide for water supply and pollutIon control
planning of nine Water R sources Study Regions located through
out the state. The remarks about the Androscoggin River were
made in that portion pertaining to the Androscoggin Study Region .

WIt is po sible," the report continues, "that boating, some
fishing. and other non-contact recreation can take place. In
dustrial and population concentrations along the river will pro
bably prohibit oontact recreation in most areas for some time
in the future.

"The limited reoreation potential of the Androsooggin Riverts
main stem sUggested that its many tributaties should ' be maintained
in as high a water quality as po sible. Fortunately, ourrent
development is such that this may be realistic if water rewouroes
development plans are established for the river basin. Tn Andro
sooggin River systems has sufficient water resources to effectively
meet the needs of the region for all phases of development if
realistic planning 1s aooomplished.
"River basin planning for the refton should be done in cooper
ation with the State of New Hampshire , the firm advises.
Acoording to the Portland firm. the "major pollution control
program in th Androscoggin Region is that of industrial waste
reduction.
"Major 80urces of industrial pollution along the main stem.
o! the Androscoggin River are located in Lisbon, Lewiston , Liver
more Falls, Jay, Rumford, and Berlin, N.H. The pulp and paper
industry is the major cause of this pollution. To realize effec
tive pollution control programs. means must be found to reduce th
industrial pollution oonsistent with the goals for the river basin
as a whole.
"These goals," the firm continues , "must be a function ot
all phases of water and land use compatible with reasonable eoo
nomic development and environmental conservation. Planning con
siderations should include joint treatment of both municipal and
industrial waste waters in all communities within the basin . In
this way oonomies of seale may be realized and maximum advantag
obtained from applicable State and Federal grant-in-aid programs,"
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25 Years Ago TodaY-'44

(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

People at Barkerville were noticing the sulphite stench or
the Androscoggin River, worse than ever in the over-90 degree
heat.

August 1), 1969

Lewiston Evening Journal
25 Years Ago Today-'44
(From The Lewiston Journal FlIes)

Although local mills were living up to their agreement to
curtail their dumping of wastes, people were told to prepare for
heavy river stench. Nothing could be done unless a cold heavy
rain fell-until after the war, when machinery needed to change
manufacturing methods at the pulp mills could be r eased.
August 26, 1969
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Wayne Area Citizens Form
Androscoggin Lake Assn.

WAYNE- A group of 50 or more loeal landowners met at the
Androscoggin Yacht Club. Sunday at 2 p.m •• to discuss the forming
for a non-profit organization of citizens interested in Andros
coggin Lake and its environs.

A similar meeting was held last year with temporary trustees
and officers elected, but no action was taken to legalize the
group.
Alexis Dmltrieff. owner of Camp Androsooggin Sr . and aeting
chairman of Sunday's meeting, told the group that letters regarding
the meeting and its purpose had been mailed to all contingent
property owners in Wayne and Leeds, that notioes had been posted
in prominent places and published in local newspapers.
A main source of real and potential pollution to the lake
is Androscoggin River, which, when high enough, can drain through
Dean River into the lake. A dam constructed to ontain and limit
this backflow is now always adequate and must also be maintained.
A motion was made by General Delmar Spivey that the group
formally organize as the Androscoggin Lake Assooiation and be
legally incorporated as a non-profit association. This was seconded
and unanimously passed. It was further agreed the group elect
11 members as incorporators of the Association and that these
members, or incorporators, have the authority to form a oonstitu
tion and bylaws and elect offioers. Those elected were General
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Spivey, Dmitrieff, Stanley Hirsch, owner and director of Camp
Androscoggin Jr., the first selectmen of the towns of Leeds and
Wayne , the commodore of the Androscoggin Yacht Club, a represen
tative of Wayne West Acres Association; Harold Blanchard, Harlan
Choate and Edward Longley Jr.
Further action was postponed until such time as the incorpor
ators can present a constitution and bylaws for the approval of
the general membership. Concern in the eondition of Androscoggin
Lake is of importance to all local residents and it is hoped that
all residents interested in the welfare of the area affected by
the lake will join the association.
September 9, 1969
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Androsooggin Abuse Cited
in Article by Biologist

The latest edition of Maine Fish and Game a magazine put
out by the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, carries a
lengthy article on the Androscoggin River.
The title iSl nThe Androscoggin - - 200 Years of Abuse,"
It traoes the history of the river from Indian times and says
that oollution from various industries and municipalities has
destroyed the very habitate where fish live. Adding that condi.
tions are so deplorable on the main river from Berlin to Brunswick
"that all benefits normally contributing to the recreation in
dustry are lost."
The article was written by Stuart E. DeRoche, fishery
biologist.
"Pulp and paper mills t tanneries and food processing plants
1n Maine and New Hampshire have contributed to the aesthetic and
recreational destruction of this onee-noble river," he writes.
"Industries and municipalities use 125 million gallons of Andros
coggin River water daily (l964). Of this amount. 122 million
gallons are used by industry (pulp and paper 93 per cent, textile
3 per cent, food processing, 1 per cent, and other industries
3 per cent.")
He says that to date efforts to regulate pollution have been
directed toward the prevention of a public nusiance. but little.
if anything, has been done to make the ~iver suitable for rec
reational use or for clean water industrial use.
"For the most part, recommendations from the various pol
lution surveys made on the Androscoggin since 1930 go unheeded,"

says DeRoche.

He says there is much to be gained by restoring the river
drainage to a quality where all people can use it to full recrea
tional use as well as industrial potential, and; "Its high time
that man started restoring this natural resource rather than con
tinuing the policy of abusing it."
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RESOURCES GROUP TO PUSH
PROGRAM TO CUT POLLUTION

SKOWHEGAN (AP) - The president of the Natural Resources Council
of Maine said Tuesday his organization will work for passage of a
$50 million bond issue for construction, planning and equipping
pollution abatement facilities.
Clinton B. Townsend said approval of the bond issue in the
Nov, 4 eleetion will allow more than 20 Maine communities to begin
treatment plant construction.
He said some of the communities have been waiting more than
two years for money to build sewage plants and blamed the wait
on the federal government's failure to finance authorized appropri
ations.

"Th pollution abatement program in Maine will suffer a
er10us setback if the bond issue falls this fall," Townsend
said.

He said it appears that Congress again will only vote about

20 per oent of the authorized pollution program.

September 15. 1969
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Editorial
Killing Our Environment

We hope many Maine people watched the National Broadcasting
Companyts speoial program Friday evening entitled "Who Killed
Lake Erie?" This was a most eloquent account of the systematic
"murder" by man of nearly 10,000 square miles of his environment.
Whether this lake nearly one-third the area of the State of Maine
can be saved depends upon the readiness of the states and the
municipalities which line its shores to spend the money and to
enforce the kind of legislation essential to end what currently
is the daily dumping of some 13 billion tons of sewage and indus
trial waste.
What has happened to Lake Erie is an object lesson as to
what can happen throughout our nation if the people of America
do not come to their senses and recognize what they are doing to
their environment. Today we are engaged in massive pollution ot
our waters our air and our land. As narrator Frank McOee
observed, in our careless, money-grubbing destruction of nature's
status quo, we may be in long range destroying ourselves.
When you realize, that two rivers that are tributaries to
Lake Erie, namely the Buffalo and Cayuga Rivers, are so polluted
that each caught fire, you ean begin to understand the scope ot
the problem . Viewing of the telelision program ware discussing
showed scenes of desolation and pollution that we could not imagine
here in Mat ne.
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Yet we are by no means free of the threat posed by pollution.
Think back to the articles written about Prestile Stream in Aroos
took CoUnty. Recall the terrible stench of our own Androscoggin
back in the 19~Ots. Just think about the appearance of the Little
Androscoggin in the Hackett's Mills sector, if you happened to
drive by that region a few weeks ago, and remember the foul odor
that emanated from it.
For all his amazing development of technology, man has failed
greatly when it comes to living his enf1ronment. He has been a
despoiler of nature in the name of profits. He has become so
obsessed with the material things of life he has failed to appre
ciate the God-given beauty of his surroundings. He has placed
greater value on money and the countless things it will buy than
he has upon preservation of the land, air and water and the lower
animals existing in these natural realms given to his care.

So it is that in his blind selfishness he can wind up losing
all. Man cannot tamper indefinitely with nature without paying
an extreme penalty,
September 25. 1969
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WATER PLANS FOR STATE

ARE TOLD TO AVRPC

Planners See Need for Action Within
Next 20 Years
By Gerald J. Reed
Members of the Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Com
mission heard Wednesday night a recommendation by Robert E.
Hunter and Stanley R. Goodnowl representing the Edward C, Jordan
Co. Inc. of Portland. consult ng engineers and planners, that
funds be raised for river pollution abatement work in Maine through
assessments against communities and industries on a percentage
basis depending on the amont of waste material each is dumping
into Maine's rivers,
It was pointed out by the
on Maine Water Resources Plan,
ties, that because of the high
insufficient state and federal
the river basins.

two men who compiled the report
Water Supply and Sewarage Facili...
costs involved there would be
funds for the planning work on

The river basin plan, in some instances ooordinating with
New Hampsnire, was advocated as the most logical and the best
method of planning for the future development of Maine's water
resources.
The picture presented commissioners by the two planners
started with an overall view of Maine and then concentrated on
the Androscoggin River valley. It was pointed out that for the
study, Maine was divided into nine specific regions, but the
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question being asked is "wher 1s the planning money to come from?"
It was pointed out that the planning work whould be done now to
be effective. not after conditions in the Maine watershed have
deteriorated further.
Hunter and Goodnow advocated an effluent charge be placed
against industries and communities to raise the planning fund.
Th y also stated that the charge placed against industry might
tend to reduoe the amount of effluent which industry empties into
the river. They also advocated a general tightening up of pro
cedures on clean~up.
In other words, they said, the larger the amount of effluent
which an industry dumps into any given water stream the higher
the effluent charge would be against that industry.
State Planner
prior to the presentation of the Maine Water Resources Plan
by Hunter and Goodnow, Philip Savage, the Maine State planner.
spoke briefly, He told the commissioners that before any plan i
adopted at the state level the regional planning commissions would
be kept informed of developments and would have an opportunity
to view any plans. Savage said the state would want the view of
the regional oommission relative to any overall plans.
The state planner said that one thing he wants accomplished
is to see that any plans adopted be implemented, not just filed
away_
Speaking also were Jeff Maher. representing the Farmers
Home Administration, which had a part in financing the water re
ources study; and Miohael Varney of the New England River Basins
Commission. Varney said this organization is the coordinating
agenoy of state and feceral funds. He mentioned the Maine coast
line as a vital resource for the state.
Presentation Of Plan
The actual presentation of the report plan was made by
Stanley R. Goodnow who said that in the final analysis anything
that oocurs in the upper region of a river has definite affects
on the downriver area. The downriver and the upriver areas are
closely interrelated, one region depends on the other and Iso
inter-related are land and water uses.

The planners, in pointing out the joint use of the water
resources by industry, by people and by governments said the
problems involved are not technical, but are financial and other
wise.

They saw an inoreasing need for a central data bank on Maine,
a central source of needed information so that all plans will be
based on the same figures. All agencies needing such information
would obtain it from the same central data computer bank.
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Through the use of numerous charts, the planners presented
their report to show what there is and what is needed in the
river basins.
The planners presented charts showing the permanent year
round population in numerous communities, the big jump, in some
cases as much as 50 per cent during the three summer months, and
they said that any systems in the communities would have to be
designed for the peak periods. However, they mentioned the higb
costs which would be involved is such an undertaking and suggested
that other m thods he explored before any communitt takes the
big step of committing itself to the huge expenses.
Goodnow also pointed out that now in Maine there is a trend
to more general year-round recreation. that the snowmobile has
opened up numerous areas for winter use. Now, he said, instead
of a shan: peak showing the jump during the summer months, there
might wel be a curve covering a much longer period of the year.
The planner noted the importance of ground water supply in
Maine for public water systems but he said that much of the data
on water supply in Maine is outdated.
He mentioned possible needs in the next 20 years and said
that probably one of the most economical methods of providing the
community water systems and sewerage systems would be through
joint efforts, espeCially as they pertain to t~ stment faoilities.
Goodnow said there has to be some relief for municipalities from
the financial burdens. The capital costs, he said, are only a
small part of the overall costs.
Coordinated planning, it was pointed out, is one means or
cutting the overall costs, and that by operating on the river
basin commission basis at the state level much more can b ac
complished on pollution control.
At the close of the formal presentation, there were remarks
on the effect of oil coming to Maine as it pertained to the Maine
coastal area, with mention being made of Casco Bay and Machiasport.
State Planner Savage said that one of the first undertakings
of his office is the comprehensive development plan of Maine's
ooastal area . It is expected this will take two years to complete
but that by the end of the first year it will be sufficiently
accomplished so that protective regulations can be formu1aed.
Another question pertained to existing water classifications.
Robert E. Hunter, one of the two planners who compiled the stat
report, said he felt that for the most part the state has done
a good job. He said one could pick out individual area where
the classification might be considered to be too high and others
where they would be too low.
He said that, both the Androscoggin and the Penobscot rivers
are severely overloaded with industrial wastes.
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He said industries along these rivers could make minimum
efforts and the situation would remain that no more industrial
waste could be added , or the industrials could make more of a
treatment effort and the rivers would be in a position to take
on more industries.
What Do You Want?
Hunter said the big question is, "What do you want to do with
the watershed?" He pointed out that wet industries, whose indus
tries making use of water, have to be located on the Maine water
shed, on the rivers.
The Maine Water Resources Plan compiled by the Edward C.
Jordan Co. Inc. is contained in two books , Volume One being the
overall State plan and Volume Two being on a regional basis,
The nine areas oonsidered in the regional section are York .
Cumberland , Androscoggin, Coastal I Coastal II, Washington,
Kennebeo , Penobscot and Aroostook .
James Nesbitt, Androscoggin Valley Regional Planning Com
mission administrator, reported later 1n the meeting that an
application 1s being compiled for funds to set up an organization
to work for enabling legislation to establish a sub-basin district
of a River Basin Authority.
Nesbitt said that by the action , Maine, in establishing a
River Basin Authority, would be a jump ahead of the rest of New
England , especially when the time comes, as he predicted it would ,
when the state must export fresh water outside the state .
The appl1e&tion is to the Federal Water Pollution Control
Authority. There would be three sub-districts on the Androscoggin
River, one for the Bath-Brunswick area, another for the Lewiston
Auburn area, and the third for New Hampshire .
In setting up an organization, Nesbitt said industry, munic
ipalities. federal and state transportation, and electric power
interests would be asked to form the steering committee.
CAPTION UNDER PICTURE FOR THIS ARTICLE.
GET FLOOD PLAIN REPORT - Officials from Auburn and Lewiston were
on hand Wednesday night when Robert McIntosh of the New England
Division, Corps of Engineers, presented a final report on the
flood plain study of the Twin Cities conducted by the engineers
at the request of the two cities. In the top panel is a view of
group which include the Auburn and LeWiston city councils and
planning boards and several appointive officials from both cities.
In the bottom panel McIntosh is seen as he read his report to
the group. At lett are maps of the study results showing what
the corps considers to be maximum flood potential area between
Gulf Island Dam and the Maine Turnpike bridge aeross the Andros
coggin River. About all of the group remained in the room for a
following meeting in which the two councils discussed the third
bridge .
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Final Report On Flood
Plain Study Received

Officials of the Twin Cities were presented a final report
on a flood plain study of the Androscoggin River last night at
a meeting in Auburn. The report pertains to the Androscoggin
River as it flows through the Twin Cities .
Wednesday nightts presentation was made by Robert McIntosh,
chief of the flood plain division. U.S, Army Corps of Engineers
New England Division, and he handed Auburn Mayor Clyde E. Goudey
and Mayor John Beliveau of Lewiston latters of transmittal.
Initial perusal of the final report discloses no differences
between it and the preliminary report made available last spring.
At that time the report data was released in preliminary data
only because of the high flood potential which existed after last
winter's reoord breaking snowfall.
Two Types

The report lists two types of floods and data in the report
and on maps and profiles included therin are based on these.
One is the intermediate regional flood which is listed as having
an average frequency rate of ocourrenoe of once in 100 years or
a one per cent chance of oecuring each year . This is computed
to beat a level of the floods of 1936 and 1953.
The standard project flood has a possibility of occurring
in any year but has not occurred in the Androscoggin River Valley
since colonization or since records have been maintained. This
flood would be 30 per cent greater than the 1936 flood with
water levels five to six feet higher than those attained in that
year,
It is stated in the report that this flood is rare, but
should be considered for planning for use in the flood plain.

High Level
The standard project flood is the level used by the Corps
of Engineers as the expected maximum for an area, and is the
basis for any of the flood control designing it undertakes .
On this basis the report shows that if this level of flood
should be reached here. the water level would reach the 170 to
19O foot oontour above the Maine Central Railroad trestle and
between the trestle and the North Bridge would reach the 150
foot contour . Below North Bridge the flood level would be up
to the 140 to 150 fpot contour lines.

These elevations for the maximum flood potential would have
flood reaching as far from the river as the Union Street gully
parking lot, up to the northerly edge of Cushing Street, up to

Court and Turner streets. and would inundate all of Riverside
Drive except a small elevation just southerly of Dunn Street.
Flood Plain Zone
In making his presentation. McIntosh used the occasion to
stress the need for flood plain zoning.
He pointed out that Maine is subject to precipitation averag
ing 40 to 45 inches a year but that there are variations which
could cause flooding conditions.

The flood plain area along the banks of a river is that
section, he said, which the river has earved for itself and
which during flood condition it claims to handle the excesses
of water,
Many times, he noted, without realizing the risk, people
construct industrial or residential properties in the flood plain
resulting in damage to properties during flooding. The easiest
way to eliminate such flood damage is to ereate regulations pro
hibiting such construction, or providing for floodpro ling or
making provisions for only certain types of construction is such
areas ..

The flood plain report was originally requested in 1965 by
the Auburn Planning Board with a like request coming later from
the Lewiston Planning Board.
Wednesday, copies of the final report were given Auburn and
Lewiston city officials and planning authorities.
September 27, 1969
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Editorials
Pollutioh Fight's Priority

The American space effort unquestionably is the most dramat1e
achievement in the history of mankind. The euecessful placement
of two U.S. astronauts on the surface of the moon and their safe
return has to be given this top rating. Now the U.S. has reached
the moon it is certain the years ahead Will demand attempts to
probe even deeper into space, with the planet Mars the next
target some 15 or 20 years hence.
Nonetheless, having said all this. we must agree with Sen.
Edmund S. Musk1e t the junior senator trom our state, when he
deolares that the improvement of man's environment should take
precedence over federal expenditures for space. For years in
various parts of our nation we have been systematically fouling
the air, polluting the waterways and the seacoast and polluting
land areas.
This has oocurred even here in Maine. which is much freer
from pollution than any of the heavily industrialized states.

7b
We have seen what can happen first hand in our experienoe with
both the Big and Little -Androscoggin rivers. Nearby we have
learned how the use of DDT sprays has resulted in Sebago Lakets
landlocked salmon showing incidence involving this long.lived
insecticide. even though the contamination percentage 1s not of
a nature to be dangerous to one who eats one of the fish. We
know how large areas of once first elass clam flate on the sea
coast have had to be closed beoause of pollution. We can see
and smell in the air above our cities what is taking place in
the way of polluting the atmosphere. We know from disclosures
made by biologists what pollution 1s doing to bird and. animal
life in many parts of our nation.

If our space probes continue to mount triumph upon triumph
while here at home we destroy our environment, what profit will
there be? It is most improbable man will find some other outer
space haven for hundreds of years. It will not take this length
of time for him to ruin the world in which he. lives. if he goes
on disregarding the basically strict laws of his natural envir
onment. Man literally holds the l1fe of future generations in
his hands. It is time for him to start thinking and acting in
acoordance with this fact.
The United States can and should continue it s space errort,
but the renewal of clean waters, pure air. uncontaminated earth
definitely warrants more of his effort and more of his money
than probes into the ~unnatural~ world for man that 1s known
generally as outer space. The time for deoision is at hand in
America. There a.re billions of dollars needed to remedy the
damage we have wrought upon nature.. If our country doesn't start
making amends now, the time conceivably may come when it will
be tOG late.
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Clean Water Crisis Emphasized By
Report That More Than 15 Million
Fish Were Killed by Pollution in '68
By MARK BROWN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- More than 15 million fish were killed by water
pollution last year. fta maeabre reminder that our rivers, lakes
and streams are being poisoned by many highly toxic and dangerous
substances , " the Interior Department said today.
The number of dead
reports trom 42 states.
highest since 1964 when
other pollutantsk11led

fisht set at 15,236,000 on the basis of
is up 31 per cent from 1967. It 1s the
municipal sewage, industrial wastes and
l8.3e7,OOO fish.
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"While improved reporting practices, variations in weather
and other factors could be partially respo~sible for the increase,
the report is a macabre reminder that our rivers, lakes and
streams are being poisoned by many highly toxic and dangerous
substances," said David D. Dominick, oommissioner of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Commission.
Two-thirds of the fish killed by pollution were commeroial
fish while 9 per cent were classified as sport fish, the depart
ment said.

The department pointed to municipal and industrial pollu
tion as the main cause of the fish kills, blaming city sewage for
the death of 6.9 million and industrial waste for the death of
6.3 million.
In the eight years reoords have been kept, more than 103
million fish have died from water pollution.
Society's dumping of sewage into its lakes, rivers and streams
poses a greater hazard than just the death of fish, Scientists
reported last year fish can pick up human disease germs and spread
them back to humans when eater.
White peroh caught in Chesapeake Bay, dumping ground for
several rivers running through heavily populated areas. were
found to contain germs which could cause typhoid fever, dysentery
and tuberculosis.
Coho salmon caught in the Great Lakes were impounded by the
government early this year when found to contain dangerously
high levels of the pesticide DDT. And University of Michigan
scientists say pestiCides seeping into Lake Michigan destroy
nearly half the eggs laid by salmon.
Thermal pollution. the injection of hot water or air into
lakes, rivers and streams, also is causing increasing concern.
It comes from industrial plants, electric generators and irriga
tion, and kill fish by destroying their oxygen or food.
The largest fish kill of 1969 was caused by overflow from
a petroleum refinery pond on the Allegheny River at Bruin, Pa. ,
where more than 4 million fish died.
Sewage from an overloaded treatment plant at Mobile, Ala.,
killed more than a million fish in a two-mile stretch of the
Dog River - the second largest single kill.
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Androscoggin R. Pollution
Discussed at Gorham, N.H.

GORHAM. N.H. (AP) - A meeting was held here Tuesday to discuss
pollution in the Androsooggin River, which flows through New
Hampshire and into Maine.
The principal reason., for convening the session was to get
New Hampsn1re officials to set earlier deadlines for pollution
abatement time schedules for communities and industries along
the river.
No results were immediately forthcoming from the meeting.
Maine has established an October 1973 deadline for the 12 key
industries and nine communities along the river to meet the
state's water quality standards.

By contrast, New Hampsnlre has set an October, 1975 dead
line for Berlin and a deadline a year later for Gorham to comply
with that state's standards.
Interior Seretary Walter J. Hickel has identified Brown

Pulp and Paper Co. plants at Gorham and Berlin as t he two major

sources of pollution in the river.

Taking part in the meeting

were representatives of the U.3. Department of' the Interior,

Maine and New Hampshire.
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SEES PROGRESS IN POLLUTION

AVA~~ENT

AVRPC Hear Plans For
Effluent Sewage Treatment Plant
By ALYCE BOUCHARD
Stuart Cooper. direotor of pollution abatement at the Oxford
Paper Company, Rumford, told members of the Androsooggin Valley
Regional Planning Commission Wednesday night that significant
progress is being made in the Rumford.~~exico area to improve
oonditions resulting from the Rumford mill.
He gave strong indication, however, that there is a great
deal of work left to be done J. and this will require a great deal
of money.
~Pollution from the Rumford Mill 1s high because Oxford
produces a large amount of high quality paper. However, the
present waste is easily treated in conventional equipment by the
activated sludge process. a process commonly used to treat munic
ipal sewage. However, because the waste volumes are high. the
necessary effluent treatment plant will be large, costly and

1)
expensive to operate~"
He said the major problem in building and operating this
massive plant is economic.
Joint Plant
"Oxford has asked the town of Rumford to treat its industrial
wastes and this request has been accepted by the town provided
Oxford pays its portion of the costs. Rumford has had its con
sultant prepare a plan for the industrial waste treatment plant.
This plan has been ac8epted by the Rumford Board of Selectmen
and submitted to the Maine Environmental Improvement Commission.
Steps are now being taken to start final engineering plans.
(The consultants) have indicated that this planning will require
23 to 27 months after they are authorized to start."
Oooper told the canmission that final planning is being
held up until the results of a joint study between Rumford and
Mexico consultants is completed. This study will determine the
advantages of joint treatment of the municipal wastes.
"The Rumford Sewer Study Committee favors the concept of
joint treatment beoause it believes that capital and operating
eosts will be lower and hopes to qualify for the additional aid
that is available from the state. Joint treatment ~uld take a
number of different forms and will not mean comhin1ng All muni
cipal wastes in a single plant.
Cooper noted that the cost of the industrial ~ortion of
Rumford's effluent treatment system will be about ,6 million.
In addition. Oxford will spend ahout $7 million on in-plant
changes to reduce its waste volume to a practical minimum. He
said that Rumford's solution to sewage treatment is dependent
on state and federal aid if it 1s to met the October 1976 dead
line for compliance with Maine law.
Referendum Question

"On Nov. 4, Maine voters ~ll be asked to approve a '50
million bond issue for pollution abatement projects. Oxford
paper 1s in favor of this referendum question as 1s the Associa
ted Industr1es of Maine" and many other organizations through...
out the state. Approval for this bond issue is necessary for
Maine to carry its polluti on abatement program forward.
"The Maine statutes provide tor a 1976 compliance date for
completion of construction of effluent treatment plants. There
is a prOVision 1n the law for aoceleration, but no ac'celerat1on
orders have been issued. New Hampshire has a 1975 date for
Gorham and a 1976 date for Berlin.
"Th~se dates were presented to the federal conferenoe on
the Androscoggin, which was held yesterday (Tuesday) in Gorham.
These statements were ably made by the Maine Environmental Im
provement Commission and the New Hampshire equivalent. However,

the federal conference leader ooncluded at the end of the
conference that everybody seemed to agree on the 1973 date."
Cooper then presented some 50 slides of the Rumford-Mexico area
to give commission m,mbers an idea of what is being done to curb
pollution. Among the slides were some taken at other sewage
treatment systems in Portland and Ohio. showing in detail what
the proposed effluent treatment plant would entail.
The commission also voted to send copies of the study to
Maine's congressional representatives and other concerned per
sonnel within the Federal Government.
Howard F. Stiments, chairman of the commission, read a com
munication from Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis informing them that the
application for a Comprehensive Water Pollution Control planning
grant received his full endorsement. Enclosed with the letter
to the commission was a copy of Governor Curtis' letter to the
Department of the Interior, Washington. which stated that he 1s
"completely in acoord with the need for improved regional organi
zation to accomplish our goal of substantial river pollution
abatement at the earliest pract1cable date. I consider the
efforts outlined in this application to be an important step
toward this goal, and therefore. request that this application
for a planning and organizational grant be approved."
October 23, 1969
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The Adams Appointment

The state of Maine is most fortunate in obtaining the ser
vices of William R. Adams Jr. as director of the recently re
organized Maine Environmental Improvement Commission. During
his years with the Lewiston Municipal government in the capacities
of assistant city engineer, eity engineer and director of public
works, Adams has proved a highly efficient official.
We concur completely with the statement issued by Robert
M. Gilbert, chairman of the Lewiston Public Works Board, who said
with reference to Adams' resignation: "Administrators of Adams '
caliber are quite rare in municipal service today and his resig
nation is a great loss to the department and to the City of
Lewiston." It may honestly be said that Lewiston's loss is the
statets gain.
From a thoroughly selfish point of view we wish the publio
works director were going to remain in the employ of the city,
but in terms of what he presumably may be able to accomplish for
the state in his new position we have to conclude he undoubtedly
will be able to achieve more for more people than if he stayed
in Lewiston, The challenges of his new job are gre~t. The
matter of preserving a suitable environment for mankind 1s be
aoming increasingly important. It embraces preservation of the
enfironment, whether it be land. air or water.
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Effedtive controls to protect the environment must be laid
down by the legislature and ef'fect1V'ely enforced. Adams 1s the
kind of administrator needed to do the job that must be done .
He 1s both courageous and fair. His professional back-ground
is of a nature that will enable him to know both what should be
carried out in the way of environmental protection and the best
way of doing it.
The decision of the Environmental Improvement Commission to
name the Lewiston PWD director to this important executive office
was a wise one.
October 23, 1969
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Adams Resigns To Acoept State Post
William R. Adams Jr.) direotor of Lewiston's Public Works
Department since 1965, and a Lewiston city employe the past 1~
years, has announ'c ed his resignation, to take a position as
chairman of the newly reorganized Maine Environmental Improve~ent
Commission.

Adams will remain with the city until mid-November and will
continue to work on a consulting basis there after until work
on the 1970 muniCipal budget is oompleted.
In his new position, Adams will be paid an annual salary
of $20,000, an .increase of $5,000 over what he is making from
the city.
Adams was chosen for the new position by the commission ,
which 1s chaired by Prof. Donaldson Koons of Colby College.
Adams has served as a member of the former Water and Air Enf1ron
mental Improvement Commission.
The newly reorganized group has the responsibility for
gulating and enforcing the Statets anti-pollution laws.

re~

Combat Pollution

In making the announcement, Dr. Koons said: "With the in
crease of publio consciousness of the need to combat pollution
our workload has increased significantly and I am delighted that
a man with the experience, technical expertise and professional
background of Bill Adams will be working with us on all aspects
of pollution control."
.
Gov. Kenneth ?Jf. Curt is. who named Adams as an Envi ronmental
Improvement Commission member, commented: "The Commission has
made an extremely fine choice. Bill Adams has worked in munici
pal waste programs since 1955. Now, particularly when we are
trying to ooncentrate on cleaning up unic1pal wastes through
our #50 million anti-pollution bond issue, his advice and admin
istrative leadership will be invaluable."
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Civil Engineering
Adams, a native of Lewiston, was graduated from Lewiston
sChools and the University of South Carolina where he majored
in civil engineering.. Released from service as a naval officer
in 1954, he worked for a time as an engineering assistant for
the Central Maine Power Company. In 1955 he went to work for
the city of Lewiston as assistant city engineer, was promoted
to city engineer in 1957 and became director of public works in
1965. He has also se d as chairman of the Lewiston-Auburn
Water Pollution Control Authority, has prepaerd the necessary
planning for Lewiston-Auburn to meet its timetable of pollution
abatement.
Issue Statement
Robert M. Gilbert, ohairman of the public works board,
issued this statement on the resignation of Adams from his PWD
post:
"As chairman of the Lewiston Board of Public Works it is
with profound regret that I must announce that William k.. Adams
Jr. has submitted his letter of resignation as director of the
Public Works Department.
of Adams t calibre are quite rare in munici
pal service today and his resignation is a great loss to the
department and to the City of Lewiston.
~Administrators

~e. as a board, have long recognized Adams' professional
oompetence. In addition to this oompetence. Adams also possesses
those elements of enthusiasm, physical vigor and a sense of
humor. in short, those qualities of leadership essential for the
operation of a department as varied, as complex, and as essential
as is public works.

rtAdams has always concerned himself with the problems facing
the City of Lewiston. but more importantly, he has devised long
range programs to improve the departmentts effioiency and to
improve the physical appearance of our city. His unselfishness
to the department has been a source of inspiration to the Board
of Public Works.
"When Adams announced the possibility of his reSignation at
our meeting last Monday night, the hoard was naturally at a loss
for words to express their feelings of profound
gret~
Yet, we
were as equally happy for him because he would have the oppor
tunity for continued professional growth and advancement whioh
the oity cannot provide.

"We deeply regret his leaving us but we know that his work
will continue to reflect his abilities and that his abilities
will continue to reflect the quality of -individuals which the
City of Lewiston has. tt

Gilbert said that since Adams will not leave his post until
mid-November, the board will meet in the near future to discuss
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what steps to take to find a suocessor .
The ohairman said he has been told by Adams that hE! would
continue to work on a consulting basis until the 1970 municipal
budget is presented to the nece sary municipal boards .
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Curtis Doesn't Expect Quiek
Response on Pollution Funds

AUGUSTA* Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis says he isnft optimistic about
getting a quick response from the federal government on his appeal
for the immediate release of federal matching funds for pollution
abatement facilities.
In a letter to Rep . Louis Jalbert. D~Lewiston , who had asked
Curtis to make another appeal , the governor notes:
"As you indicated in your 1 tter , I have made these appeals
before , and I will continue to do SC) . Adequate r deral funding
is very important for a successful pollution a $tement effort .
But I must oonfess that I am not optimistic about an immediate
response from the federal government .
ttpresident Nixon , for fiscal yea.r 1970 , has recommended 214
million dolla.rs for the pollution abatement programl, whioh is
only one...f1fth of the one billion dollars Congress has authorized
for the programs for fiscal year 1970 . "

or the amount reoommended by Nixon , about $1 . 9 million
would come to Maine , the governor said , adding ~
"Given the dimensions of our water pollution problem , this
is a woefully inadequate figure . The Committee on Pollution
Abatement , in its February 1969 report , indioated that the
Environmental Improvement Commission haa a backlog of $33 million
worth of unfunded, eligible projects . The eommission also esti...
mated that the total municipal need , as of December 1968 , was
$1)0 million , Yet the $1 . 9 million federal allotment for Maine ,
if distributed as a 50 per cent grant, would provide the federal
share to support only $3 . g million of construotion work . "
The .50 million bond issue tor pollution abatement in the
Nov . 4 referendum election would ohange the situation signifi
oantly , but not as dramatically as he would like , Curtis said .
ttu ing part of this m(Oney by prefund1ng up to 30 per oent
of the federal share , the $1 . 9 million of federal money could
support $9. 5 million of pollution abatement projects , " he B 1d .
"This sum will enable ue to meet some of our critical needs . As
more federal money for pollution abatement projeots is made avail
able , the bond issue money would be essential to finance the
state ' s share of pollution abatement construction . Without this
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bond issue this option would be foreclosed and the unavaila....
bi11ty of state runds , rather than federal , would be the obstacle
to increaseq municipal pollution abatement efforts . "
Without the pass~ge of the $50 million bond , the entire time ...
table of the Maine abatement program will be upset, Curtis added .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Maine Bqnd Issues

$50 Million for Pollution
Abatement Is the Biggest
AUGUSTA (AP) - Almost half of the unprecedented $117 million in
bonds going to the people for ratification Nov . 4 is in one issue
- $50 million for pollution abatement.
It ' s the largest single bond issue Maine has ever tried to
float .
It could be that all the money wouldn't be needed . Basic
ally , the legislature passed the bond issue as a precautionary
measure . It would permit the state to advance the federal gov
ernmentts share of sewerage and other a.batement projects whioh
Congress has authorized but hasntt actually funded .
A score Qf conservation and other civic groupe have joined
forees in support of the issue • No . g on the two-foot.long state
referendum election ballot .
There has been no overt opposition . But Rep . Louis C. Jal
bert , D...Lewiston , has recommended that Gov . Curtis ask the federal 'i
government for faster action in releasing funds .
That might be a lot cheaper than paying current high interest
rates on bonds , the veteran Appropriations Committee member says .
Marshall L. Burk of the Maine Natural Resources Council and
John L. Salisbury of the Maine Munioipal Association are co
chairing the "Ad Hoc Committee on Pollution Abatement , " tormed
totack the $50 mi llion issue .
Its passage . says Burk, "is essential i£ the state is to
maintain the momentum which has been achieved in municipal water
clean-up efforts . "
"Without it , " he says , tmunicipal and state pollution abate
ment programs will be reduoed to tokenism . "
For example the anticipated federal allotment to Maine for
fiscal 1970 is $i.9 million . If this were distributed as a 50
per cent federalgrant " the money would support $3 . 8 million in
construction work .
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~At this level of financing 1 " says Burk, nit would take be
tween four and five years to fund a project for Portland alone .
It would t ake more than a year's funds to support anyone of the
following projects: South Portland , Lewiston , Auburn , Wate rville
and Brewer ....

"It would take 45 years to complete the current municipal
program at current costs and S4 years if 1ndustry joins in the
projects . It
The total cost for all public clean-up projects in Maine

has b sen estimated at $170 million , with the total reaching

$320 million if industry is included .

Ma1ne t s primary problem is that Congress has failed to keep
up with the original guidelines established for distributing
water clean-up funds to the state , according to Raeburn W. Mac~
Donald , the Environmental Improvement Commission's chief engineer .
When the new fiscal year began last July 1 oonstruction of
local pollution abatement facilities was about ~1 .6 million
behind schedule .

"We will "keep going behind faster and fast.er as the differ
enee between federal authorization and funding g~ows along with
construotion costs , " MaoDonald adds .
He feels the bond issue will alleviate the problem and should
put Maine close to the 1976 target date for completion of its
lQ-year water clean-up project .
Currently, there are 27 munioipal projects
eoming out of a $25 million bond issue
voters in 1964 . Within the next two years, the
allocated an additional $g million for approved
million~

This leaves only $4 mi llion unallocated .

totaling $13
approved by
legislature has
projects .

